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Bornreluc
„ moving finger writes; and having writ moves on. Nor all thy 
piety nor wit shall lure it back to cancel half a line, Nor all thy 
tears wash out a word o f it!
Omar Khayyam
7979..a year o f activity and achievement in many areas— 
but who was responsible? Imagine — an entire community 
accessory to the crime o f involvement.
'74 has no editorNt ha7m H l^i.e. It records in somen y a n aminute detail the highlights of a year o f remarkable achievements 
and splendid memories.w flate into an atmosphere where those who conceived it were 
Uctant to nurture it. this waif stubbornly lives on.
Ahead o f her'  time in many areas, I.H. began celebrating 
International Women's Year in 1974, starting the year up to her 
knickers in muddy water and finishing it cloaked deep in mystery 
and controversy. Had it been done? And if so, WHO DUN IT? 
The mystery, discerning readers, will unfold.
life, we see only dimly through mist that rolls around our isle ^ 
o f reality, and hear only the distant surging o f the great sea o f 
inspiration beyond.
T h i s is a magazine produced in near-record time, and done so to 
the best o f the ability o f those concerned. We apologise for 
anything lacking in the quality o f the magazine, but leave 
readers with the question about the organisation o f the collection 
and printing o f the magazine—who dun it?
Organisation
Ì A f l i n t  M i n o  t i l
is the key to success — 1974 was successful— 
What was the key ? the key to the treasury — the most successful 
year ever — a turnover o f $25,000 — let’s hope we’ve found the 
key to Kanyana and the key to future years.
1974 was a great year where we met with new & old friends and 
enjoyed college life. The purpose o f Kanyana is to recall these 
memories in years to come.
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B a t h  r o o m
f  ^
Soap
I had studied Japanese geography at High School and 
had been friendly with a Japanese girl from whom 
I learnt a little about life in Japan. So it was with 
this scanty knowledge and even unable to speak the 
language (except for “How are you?” or “Thank 
you”) that I landed at Haneda Airport, Tokyo, on 
27th January, 1972 and met the people who were to 
become my host family for the next twelve months. 
1972 was certainly one of the most unforgettable 
periods of my life and I still re-live events of that 
year in my mind.
I chuckle now as I remember my Japanese brother, 
Mikota, giving me a tour through the house soon after 
my arrival. Removing shoes before entering the house, 
the rush matting, the sliding paper doors and sitting 
on the floor to eat were all new to me but presented 
no problems. Then we arrived at the bathroom.
The bath was three feet long, two feet wide, and 
two feet deep. There was a little plastic stool and 
two plastic buckets sitting on the tiled floor outside 
the bath.
' To be on the safe side, I asked my brother how 
someone would use the bath. In halting English, an 
acutely embarrassed Makoto told me that you sat 
down on the stool, scooped water from the bath 
into the buckets, washed and rinsed yourself outside 
the bath and then got into the bath.
Bathing in Japan is used for relaxing and warming 
the body as well as cleansing—and what better way 
to do it than in a tub of steaming water that comes 
up to your neck!
Makoto later told me that he had never explained to 
anyone how to use a bath, let alone a girl, and a 
foreign one at that. He added that he was absolutely 
dreading showing me the toilet in case he had to 
explain to me how to use that! Fortunately for him 
I had previously been told about Japanese toilets.
In Japan the toilet consists of a hole in the floor over 
which the user squats. (There is also a urinal-type 
arrangement for men.)
v/entiia-
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The hole opens out into a large room-like area under 
the floor where waste collects and which is emptied 
by large vacuum trucks with long hoses. As this 
“collecting” room was a large one in our house, it 
was only emptied once a month.
When entering the toilet you put on a pair of slippers, 
which are worn only in the toilet, and you remove 
them when leaving. This should present no problem, 
so you can imagine my embarrassment when, staying 
at a friend’s house, I stood up to leave the toilet 
and dropped one of my slippers down the hole!
Apart from dropping slippers down toilets, in the 
course of just one week I managed to put my finger 
through the paper door when opening it, to knock a 
hole in a heavy paper door when vacuuming, to 
burn a hole in the rush matting when I dropped a
later) to my grandparents when I thought I was being 
so good by remembering new words, and to break 
my chopsticks while eating crab out of its shell. 
I seemed to spend the whole of that week in a 
continuous state of apology.
School was not without its moments either. I could 
not believe my ears when I heard that there were no 
cleaners at the schools—the students were expected 
to do the o-saji (cleaning) after school. So at 3.20p.m. 
we donned caps and aprons and set to work with 
dusters and brooms. That was incredible enough, 
but when I found out that we had to come back to 
school during the summer vacation to do the 
gardening....... !!!!
Japanese girls often walk down the street arm in arm 
or holding hands but it was not until I had been in 
Japan a few months that I discovered this is a 
completely normal thing to do in Japanese society. 
The first time one of the girls at school came up to
me and put her arm around my shoulders I felt 
myself stiffen and begin to draw away. I gradually 
became used to the idea of girls linking arms with 
each other (and me) when walking down the corridors 
at school, but the social norms of Australia were too 
strong in me to allow me to walk down the street 
holding hands with a girl.
At school and at home I learnt how to cook Japanese 
dishes. No doubt many of you have heard of Japanese 
raw fish, usually cut into small thin slices and dipped 
in a mixture of soy sauce and ginger before eating. 
This raw fish dish is called “sashimi” , and once my 
palate had adapted to Japanese it became one of my 
favourites; so when staying at a hotel I did not 
hesitate to try what was reputed to be a particularly 
delicious type of sashima. The live fish were kept 
outside in a tank and were caught and killed as 
required. The flesh was removed from the bones, 
leaving head and tail still joined together by the 
backbone. This flesh was then cut into thin strips, 
-re-arranged between the head and tail, and served. 
I duly picked up a piece of fish with my chopsticks, 
dipped it into the soy sauce, and had just swallowed 
- it when I looked down to see the tail of the fish 
slowly moving back and forth. It took a superhuman 
effort to keep the fish and the rest of my dinner 
down.
However fish is not the only flesh eaten raw. 
Very thin slices of beef are prepared and eaten in the 
same way, so when I was presented with a plate of 
raw red meat at another hotel, I immediately assumed 
fit to be beef. The waitress told me it was “sakura 
niku” . Before tasting it, I asked my mother if it was 
raw beef, only to be told “No, ‘sakura niku’ is raw 
\  horse meat. Please try i t - i t  is delicious.” Although 
my maxim was to try everything once, the thought of 
eating horse was just too much and so I turned my 
attention to the raw squid (delicious) and eels in soy 
sauce (doubly delicious) instead.
Unagi, or eel, is considered a delicacy in Japan. 
Baby eels imported from New Zealand, England and 
France are raised on eel farms to be sold later at the 
fish markets. Adult eels, once imported from Taiwan, 
are said to be the most delicious of all. America’s, 
Canada’s, and Australia’s eels however, are too big 
and not at all tasty.
Japan is certainly a land of many contrasts and 
exciting new experiences about which I could write 
forever. I have told you only some of the very early 
experiences which I had after I arrived in this island 
nation. Maybe I have lead you to understand that 
it is the little everyday events, so different to the 
foreigner, which go into making up the culture of a 
country. I was very sad to leave Japan for I had come 
to regard it as my second home—in fact, I’m sure 
I cried all the way to Hong Kong!
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m n L d
V,
A H M E D  
W A J E E H
The Republic of Maldives, formerly the Maidive 
Islands, is situated in the Indian Ocean. She sits on 
the equator and is flanked by the longitudes 71 and 
72. The entire Maldives is composed of 2003 islands, 
of which 196 are inhabited by some 100,000 Muslima 
The islands are grouped by nature into 17 atolls, 
two of which are geographically subdividable, making 
a total of 19 atolls. The capital Male is in 'Kafu' 
atoll, and to the north and south of her there are 
11 and 10 atolls respectively. The islands themselves 
are very small coral islands, few of them covering 
even a square mile.
The smaller islands are mainly used for picnicing. 
They are a fine example of natures endless beauty. 
The dark blue seas around the Islands surrender to a 
greenish tin t in the waters near the islands, the 
former fading away into a crystal clearness as it 
comes to meet the fine sandy white beaches. It is 
just gorgeous when the m ilky beaches are con­
trasted to the green foliage, and shaded by gracefully 
danding coconut palms. It sure creates a vista which 
one should not miss. A fabulous example of natures 
beauty enhanced by consistent fine weather.
The Maldives has hardly any climatic changes, and 
visitors to the Maldives receive more than a warm 
welcome. Theoretically speaking she is supposed to 
have two monsoons, the south east and the north 
west. During the south-east monsoon the Maldivians 
especially the gardeners are blessed with some rain 
and sunny mornings. But the changes between the 
two are negligible. The temperature stubbornly 
persists on remaining at about 30 C all through the 
year. However the days are fine and the continuous 
sea-breezes help to keep the Maldivians cool and 
quiet.
Although there are some incidents in the past 
history which prove that the Maldivians are hot- 
blooded and riotous, the people are actually very 
friendly and kind. From time immemorial the Mal­
dives has been a Sultanate, and it is written in history 
that once Maldives had seven kings in one single 
night.
They were brothers, and the eldest inherited the 
crown by rights, but ruled for a mere hour when his 
younger brother murdered him to appoint himself as 
the king, but only to be over-ruled by his younger, 
and the process progressed til l the youngest o f the 
seven was le ft to rule.
This is one incident written in history in bold, black 
letters. However there are events traced out in gold 
and blue pages. To mention just one of them, there 
was the time when Maldives was conquered and 
suppressed by the Portugese. They ruled over Maldives 
for over one year but were finally defeated by a 
determined and courageous young man from the 
southern islands called Mohamed Thakrufan, who on 
his victory was offered the crown. Maldives was 
attacked several times by the Portugese, of which 
twice they were successful. Also she was attacked 
twice by the people of Goa, in which Maldivians 
were defeated once. However on all these occasions 
the peoples freedom was restored by a capable and 
courageous man from the country.
Anyway those were the good old days, and we should 
never forget what our forefathers have sacrificed 
for us. For them and only fo r them was Maldives a 
peaceful and happy sovereign, until the British 
came in during the 2nd World War. They promised to 
protect Maldives against the foe, and so lured the new 
rulers to allow them to build their air base in one of 
the northern islands.
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During the war Maldives were 
well protected by them, however, after the war, 
much later they actually provoked the northern 
islanders to revolt against the Government. Anyway 
the islanders were calmed down by the then Prime 
Minister who later succeeded in revising the agreement 
between the United Kingdom and the government 
of the Maidive Islands. Later he talked the British 
into giving us independence, which we gained on 
the 26th of July, 1965.
He became so popular that the people preferred
•fa
the government to be a Republic instead of a 
sultanate. Thus the present President of the Republic 
of Maldives, His Excellency Am ir Ibrahim Nasir—  
R.B.K., N.G.I.V., K.C.M.G. managed to rule over the 
Maldives in his way. Now the people have omitted 
most of the cultural ceremonies, to celebrate some of 
the new dates.
Formerly, the Maldivians celebrated nine days of the 
calendar year, which are inherited cultural ceremonies. 
Namely: —
(1 ) The Arabic New Years Day (Muharram)
(2) Prophet Mohammed's Birthday (Rabeeul
Awwal 12)
(3) National Day (Rabeeul Awwal 1)
(4) Eid-ul-Alzha (Zil-Haji 10)
(5) Eid-ul-Fifthri (Shawwal 1 )
(6) Henveiru Bodu Hithi (Ramazan 22)
(7) Maffannu Bodu Hithi (Ramazan 23)
(8) Henveiru Kuda Hithi (Ramazan 25)
(9) Maffannu Kuda Hithi (Ramazan 26)
During these days the Moldivians are really out to 
make fun. No one is sad, no one is worried and no one 
is small. All are equal and they all sing their heads
o ff and enjoy to their hearts content. If on one of 
these festival days, you happen to see a Moldivian 
lady, you would only mistake her for a Christmas 
tree, if not for a birthday cake. They w ill be so much 
decorated, (the only appropriate word) and made-up. 
Their eyes w ill glitter, lips like over-ripe red cherries, 
cheeks resemble the blooming rose flower and rings 
and balls hang from their ears, their hair and the 
bodice of the dress covered with a jewellers show case. 
It is just impossible to pass by one of these women 
without holding your breath. Not because they have 
breathtaking beauty but because they wear such 
incredibly strong smelling scents. Well, so much for 
the women— but the men are no worse only they 
do not look like pieces of artifacts. They are so 
graceful, debonair and conscious, that they w ill 
wave, nod, move or turn their head with great care, 
so that anyone would think that they had a stiff 
neck. But actually this is because they want to keep 
the highly starched collars, cuffs, and the well- 
pressed and creased shirts and pants in good form.
One thing I like is that every single house in the 
country w ill prepare so much of so many varieties of 
food, that the residents and the neighbours will not 
be able to adjudicate over the food fairly. So there 
w ill be so much food in the country on those days 
and nights that no matter which house you go into 
you cannot leave w ithout having a bite of something, 
even if it is a piece of rice pudding— you should take 
it.
However for better or for worse these festivities 
have now been changed and some omitted. Further­
more the dates are classified with two groups— 
(1 ) Religious Observations:
a) Prophet Mohammed's Birthday, b) Eid-ul-Alzha, 
c) E id-ul-Fithri.
(2) National Celebrations:
a) Independence Day (26th July), b) Republic Day 
(11th November)
The celebrations themselves have become more 
realistic. The people seem to enjoy them as much 
as before but there are some things one misses, 
like the variety of foods and the 'Christmas trees'. 
Maybe the people are more expenditure conscious 
now.
Anyway, one can keep on writing and talking about 
one's own country for centuries w ithout getting 
anywhere. But the fact is that Maldives is such a 
peaceful, beautiful, delightful, calm, quiet and warm 
place. Her people are so kind, considerate, intelligent, 
obedient and small in size. And it is just marvellous 
bathing in those crystal clear waters, or just lazing on 
the white sandy beaches even if I say so myself. 
So come and visit us one day, and make it soon, 
for at the moment you don't require a visa to visit 
Maldives.
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devil
Devil
I see you still!
Mocking beaten burnished bone!
Down satanas!
The moving stencil wrote—scrap of bone.
Fang teeth bare and leer.
Out Devil!
Dangle no more those deadly coils;
Unseeing sockets, paper ribs, slumped skeleton 
Do you see all? ALL! ALL!
Oh God!
All the pieces flouresce 
Into a primal unity:
And how can I 
Extinguish that flitting fiend 
that is myself?
Yesterday.
How I longed to hold you close.
To feel the warm silk smooth skin 
And rise the knight in armour.
Yesterday.
Four brick walls mock their bareness;
Four brick walls move their barrenness—
And weeps the sky.
Yesterday.
Snuffed out like this solitary candle.
A p u ff o f heated air dissolved in the cold; 
Thoughts fused and vanished a heartbeat away. 
Yesterday.
Today I feel a lonely numbness 
A pain, an ache, a hollow echo:
And crawls the moments past.
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"Odyssey afa
Pessimistmß
Horatio
Roife
A finger tapped me on the shoulder. I turned. 
" Strange"  / thought. On the finger was a ring; and 
on the ring was a price tag... reduced by 10%. 
/ was wondering whose finger i t  was when / slipped 
on a bar o f soap, so curiously convoluted that it  
hopped as i t  slid away.
Regaining consciousness, a bale o f loosely packed hay 
seemed to be on my chest and face. When I found 
my nose and screwed i t  back on, / recognised the 
smell instantly—tobacco. / had been swallowed by 
giant cigarette. / fe lt the twisting o f the caterpillaring 
tobacco twisting along the floor.
A fte r about an hour o f this / decided to attempt an 
escape. Progress could be made through the thick 
strands only in a crouching position and my only 
supplies were a can o f shoe polish—now ha lf empty— 
and a washing machine (this / kept, m indful o f the 
extreme grubbiness o f tobacco,) chained to my 
right ankle).
On the fourth day, with my shoe polish almost 
exhausted, I was astounded to see a glass cage in 
which a naked woman was imprisoned. Water was 
pouring in streams down her back as she searched 
fo r a lost bar o f soap. On the farthest side o f the 
cabinet was a sign which when turned around read 
"BREEZE ". Perhaps sensing in this apparition, a 
chance o f escape, my washing machine dragged me 
by the ankle completely dear o f the tobacco and out 
through the filter tip to freedom.
Nothing was anywhere to be seen; anything was 
nowhere to be seen—so / traded in my faithful 
washing machine on a new tube o f toothpaste, and 
set o ff in the direction o f a huge E X IT  sign / had 
failed to notice previously. A t  least as tall as a 
Boeing 747, the sign lost all its meaning as /
approached, so / began to lose hope. Consequently 
as soon as the tube became trapped in a sea o f caramel 
surrounding the sign, / abandoned my journey and 
set o ff on foot along the road / had jus t travelled.
The Sun, upon whose nose was perched an expensive 
set o f sunglasses, abruptly ceased shining. This was 
perhaps the greatest blow struck against me. / 
panicked and ran as fast as / could in the direction 
o f my old washing machine. / should never have le ft 
it. / came upon a bed o f huge proportions, which 
had been constructed from a discarded chocolate 
box. Several people seemed to be asleep, but / found 
a clearing between the bodies. In reclining, / found 
i t  impossible not to ponder on my predicament. 
Some hours later, / had decided on a course o f action. 
I t  seemed logical enough to me: more sensible than 
the confused notions that had governed my actions 
earlier.
With d ifficulty, / kneeled. "G od " / said to myself, 
" I f  you really are up there, have $37,000 in used 
notes under my p illow  in the morning. "
When the sun took o ff its mark, / woke; and 
immediately groped dazzedly under my pillow. 
Nothing was there. " I  knew i t " ,  I thought, "There  
is no God".
Immediately / was struck to the ground by a 
thunderbolt.
"YES  THERE IS "  said the Sky.
"Then where is my money?"
"NO MONEY, ONLY LIGHTEN ING "
Thoroughly dispirited, / took my p illow  to go. 
Underneath was the 37,000 in used notes. / smiled, 
looked up, and yelled:
"THANK YO U "
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flflPOE -  PAROS
Virginia
Martia
Most people have probably heard of Mykonos or 
Delos. However, when I say Paros they look a little 
blank. Paros is one of the same island group, the
Kiklades, and is a fairly large island. The closest 
neighbour is Naxos, where King Theseus left 
Ariadne on his way home from Crete.
Paros is a beautiful island. As is characteristic of 
the "w indy islands" of the Aegean, it is rather bare. 
It is very unlike some of the more verdant islands— 
such as Corfu, where Gerald Durrell spent his 
childhood. It holds, as does all of Greece, a special 
allure.
We arrived in the springtime. Being a late spring, 
it was really very cold. It wasn't much use listening 
for the weather report, as I couldn't speak Greek. 
The "meltem" blew non-stop night and day for 
quite a while, so we slept in our sweaters to keep 
warm. The sun was lovely, however, when sheltered 
out of the piercing wind.
We went on numerous walks behind the village, 
and the wildflowers really made up for the cold 
weather. The flowers are breath-taking. In Queens­
land, we don't get anything resembling the profusion 
of Europes spring flowers; w ith millions of daisies 
and poppies everywhere. In each quaint stone-walled 
field, different assortments of flowers grew. Scarlet 
poppies were scattered through young green wheat, 
while in another field over a hand made wall was 
nothing but tall yellow and white daisies. They 
covered the ground and surrounded a wind-sculpted 
olive tree. They grew right up to the white-washed 
stone walls of an old peasant dwelling. The dwelling 
was typically square with emerald-green or 
turquoise-blue painted doors and window frames. 
Sometimes, one could find little  Phoenician turrets 
on the corners, and there white pigeons could nest.
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To look down on a village from on a hillside gives a 
very beautiful sight. One sees the cluster of white 
houses, little white churches with sky blue domes 
nestling amid tall, dark, Cyprus trees. Further out, 
irregular patchwork fields—yellow and green with 
wheat, or brown and bare, waiting for young vines to 
grow their first leaves. Although Paros is relatively 
treeless, the valleys and lower areas do grow a great 
variety. The most fascinating are probably the 
ancient, gnarled olive trees.
"O ur" village is named Naoussa. It is found on the 
north coast of Paros. It makes its living from fishing, 
agricultural farming, and tourists.
You are left by the Athenian boats, at the town of 
Paroikia. Good old Australian Holdens taxi you on to 
Naoussa, where you are deposited in the square.
There, in the middle of town, grow a number of 
eucalypts. I wondered where they were hiding the 
koalas. But with this Australiana ends.
The harbour is down a few streets and around a 
corner, and here the fishing caiques tie up. Painted 
in reds, yellows, greens, and blues, these boats 
present a lovely picture—and create the 'living' 
atmosphere of the harbour. It is here that you can 
sit and have your coffee in the mornings (or 
whenever you like your coffee). And here, you have 
ouzo at nights.
The Ouzo shops are for the fishermen and whoever 
they care to invite. The men go here before or after 
dinner and eat smoked fish, or squid; and of course 
drink ouzo. Someone will soon get out his bouzouki— 
or a guitar—and, if in the mood, play the political 
songs of Theodorakis. Someone may rise among the 
crowded chairs and tables; and perhaps dance one of 
the beautiful solos. He will do this for his own 
pleasure.
Usually, women will not accompany their men here— 
or anywhere else, for that matter. They stay at home, 
where they rule the roost.
Dinner for us, was in the taverna; usually around 
nine at night. Often our friends would turn up there 
too; and everyone would have a fabulous time. 
Everyone enjoyed themselves: with the juke box 
blaring forth Greek tunes, and all dancing. In the 
Greek dance, the male takes the lead role.
When the best dancer on the island decided to do a 
solo, all we could do was watch in admiration as he 
twirled, graceful and vibrant. For the Greeks, dancing 
is a passionate expression of the heart. To watch a 
superb dancer in action, is consequently, really 
something.
As the weather gained in warmth, we went swimming. 
Oh, the Aegean is everything they say it is. It is so 
cold, so bracing, and so translucent. You can see the 
through over sixty feet of water.
The Greek peasants are truely remarkable people. 
They own most of the land around the village. 
Once they get to know you, they become warm, 
charming and friendly. This is so for the Athenians 
who spend their summer on the island. You are quite 
incorporated into Greek society, even if you are 
semi-permanent and have a house there. The Greeks 
are very nationalistic and so, very proud of their 
'Greekness'. One feels that the old concept of 
"barbaros" is still strong. But any philhellene never 
holds that against them—the philhellene tends to 
feel the same way!
elurxlb?
W C CUD OF DISCRIMINATION
A.J. Grassby
AUSTRALIA'S L/C FOR BRITAIN’S SAKE 
"T isn ’t  the co lour  /  object to : th a t’s noth in — it 's  the
spe llin ’. "
The Bulletin 1901
Under Brit ish pressure, im m ig ra t io n  
w a s  off ic ia l ly  not  by a co lour test ,  but  
by an educational or 'd ic ta t io n  t e s t ’ . 
Everyone k n e w  this w as  hypocrisy
A series of major changes on immigration and 
citizenship policy have been carried out since the 
change of Government in Australia on 2 December 
1972.
The first major change has been to initiate in all of 
the sixty countries in the world from which migrants 
come to Australia a system of assessing migrants 
which completely abolishes racial discriminations.
Each individual applicant w ill be assessed on his 
merits and there w ill be no reference to race, 
colour or religion.
The new non discriminatory policy has been put into 
operation and special training sessions fo r officers 
have been held in all areas so that they are familiar
w ith the new criteria and the new policies.
It was also a decision to reduce the level of 
migration from all sources because of the prevailing 
unemployment when the new Government came to 
power.
The policy of the previous administration in relation 
to students has also been significantly changed.
There are two categories of students who come to 
Australia. The Colombo Plan students are here under 
arrangements made by their Government and the 
Australian Government and there is an international 
agreement in effect that they return on the com­
pletion of their studies and difficulties in this regard 
are handled by the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
The other category of students coming to Australia 
is the private student. In the past it was the policy to 
force such students to return home when they had 
completed their courses successfully here even if they
had expressed a desire to stay.
Enquiries have indicated that students forced to leave 
Australia have not in fact returned to their own 
countries to practise their professions but have 
proceeded to North America in some cases and to 
Europe in others.
Under the new policy a student who successfully 
completes his education in Australia and has firm 
job prospects can apply in the same way as anyone 
else to reside here.
The whole thrust of the new policies is to remove 
discriminations and to give equal opportunities to 
all.
It could be said that the patron saint of the 
Australian migration programme in 1973 is the poet 
Robert Burns who once wrote "A  man's a man for a' 
that and a' that" in which he indicated that he 
believed that all men should be taken on their merits 
and not on what their background happened to be.
To complete the attack on past discriminations the 
new Citizenship Bill which was passed through the 
House of Representatives ends previous discrimin­
ations which gave some people the right to apply for 
citizenship after one year, others after three years 
and others after five years depending on their race 
and colour. The new Citizenship Bill abolishes all 
such discriminations, provides for a three year period 
for all people, and the dedication to the principle 
that all citizens should be equal before the law. To 
this end distinctions between naturalised and natural 
born citizens w ill be ended wherever divisions appear.
My whole dedication is to one citizenship, one 
allegiance, one criteria, and equality for all.
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To C.L.
MY ONLY LOVE
/ walked with the freshness o f the mountain morning,
The sighing pines, thick and sombre upon the slopes. 
Cotton wool nibbling on grass tips in lush pastures;
And in a tapestry o f time splashed with cologne
/ could see a million wonderful facets
O f your dark eyes shining mysteriously like the stars.
I walked along the whispering shores o f the lake,
Its water reflecting the calmness o f the sky.
/ saw Mother Deer and young quenching their thirst.
And as / listened to sunshine sifting through trees,
/ could feel and see the experience o f peace 
In the warm wistful serenity o f your smile.
Your lovely face glows with happiness when you laugh 
And when you do I see the bubbling o f the brooks 
As they gurgle and tumble down into the valleys.
And the sun coming out from behind the white clouds 
Drying out the beads o f dew from the w intry night 
As found in a photograph o f a perfect day.
Whenever the wind plays with your long curly hair 
Ruffling your dress in fields o f spring flowers;
Or a butterfly alighting upon your shoulder,
/ know that these are moments to remember,
A sea o f colour complementing your beauty,
A sight / am blessed, that I am able to see.
Finally, as our bodies meet in sweet embrace 
In a world o f our own before the log fire,
/ can feel the closeness o f your flawless body.
Your hands, their caressing touch, and your Ups on mine. 
And as you lovingly submit yourself to me,
I w ill give you the love I always have fo r you.
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HOMESICKNESS
And then, at a quarter to ten, a lady's voice
As thin as a violin string, she shrills
The bar is dosed, you may take deliveries.
As though everyone has not had enough.
Quickly goes everyone 'cept the dead 
The drunk, dead drunk, drunk dead —
Who drag out slowly and slowly they go:
To leave behind a grave where once was life.
But in your room, your agony begins.
Mind taken aback to far far home —
A distance of four years away — so 
what? Many serve longer in prisons.
And then you look at your table, a pen 
Smiles, as though to keep company awhile. 
And Asks " i f  you do exist then how?
The memory o f past experience dawns 
And i t  is gone and so you're no more 
'Cept where you happen to be — a space. 
Suppose one comes in 
When you're gone and 
Gives life fo r a while.
Who tells you that 
/ don 't give my strength 
My colour, m y style?
Who is i t  to say 
/ am no more
'Cept an inanimate material thing 
that has no being?
And so you see 
What is part of you 
Can be part of all.
Our individualities are gone 
Our selves don't exist...
Save our souls 
Expressed as personalities 
As nebulous as the stars."
Ji
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/ am an object o f your power.
You give me life awhile and you're gone:
/ am no more
'Cept an inanimate material thing 
That has no being?
/ am an extension o f your m ind
Your thoughts through me a while and You're gone.
/ am no more
'Cept an inanimate material thing 
that has no being?
But who tells you 
Than when you're gone 
/ occupy this space?
Who tells you that 
/ don 't walk or 
Sing or dance or talk?
Who is to say 
I am no more
'Cept an inanimate material thing 
that has no being?
"So I ask:
If I exist then how?
If I exist, then how?
If I exist .......
If I exist ....................
Empty clear space, I now see 
Quick to bed, unconscious the better. George Kweifio-0^
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college
The launching o f International House In Aprii 1955 
by the Rotary Club o f Brisbane as a Rotary's Golden 
Anniversary oroiect was brouaht about throuah 
discussions between the then President o f the Rotary 
Club o f Brisbane, Mr Wal. Gilbert and Professor Frank 
White, the Warden o f Overseas students at the 
Queensland University at that time.
The committee formed for the purpose o f promoting 
International House made various suggestions which 
have been accepted and carried out.
In common with other International Houses the 
motto o f this college is "Tha t Brotherhood may 
Prevail", and i t  is worth nothing that towards this 
end the objects o f International House are as follows.
To afford Australian and non-Australian students 
residence, guidance, domestic, moral and disciplinary 
supervision, cultural, social, recreational facilities 
and tutorial assistance on the preparation fo r the 
lectures and examinations o f the University.
1. That International House should be co­
educational.
2. That the college should have in residence 50% 
Overseas students and 50% Australian.
3. That the maximum number in residence should 
be 150.
A fte r a somewhat slow start due to lack o f finance, 
building o f the first four Towers, A, B, C, D and 
Martin Hall was undertaken a t the end o f 1964 and 
International House opened on March 1st 1965 with 
68 male students in residence, 32 from 10 overseas 
countries.
Building continued at the end o f 1965 and a further 
two towers, E & F and the Warden's residence 
were completed.
To provide a meeting place for the cultural, social and 
recreational activities o f all non-Australian students at 
the University o f Queensland and a place for Aust­
ralian students to meet with the non-Australian 
students.
To have no bias regarding race, creed or beliefs o f 
students or intending students o f the college.
There was another reason which prompted the es­
tablishment o f International House. A reason which 
still exists, and that is that the facilities provided 
would enable Overseas and Australian students to 
reach a better understanding o f each other and each 
other's cutlures and beliefs, that friendships would be 
formed that would last throughout life no matter 
where in the world students eventually lived.
The college opened on the commencement o f the 
1966 academic year with 98 male students in 
residence, 49 o f whom came from 15 overseas 
countries.
Building was continued in 1968 and the womens 
residential block was opened in 1969, with 53 women 
students in residence and a total o f 151 students, 
50% o f whom came from over 20 overseas countries.
Many lasting friendships have been formed through 
residence in International House, a better under­
standing has been achieved between students o f 
different cultures and beliefs. / believe that as 
International House continues many more friendships 
and better understandings will result.
The college has been self supporting since its 
inception; i t  is necessary that i t  continues to be so.
Finance for the capital expense incurred has come 
from the Commonwealth and State Governments, 
Rotary and other service organisations. Overseas 
Governments, dubs and private citizens, and 
Queensland companies and firms, and Banks, and at 
this time an amount o f $111,000 is still owing to the 
Commonwealth Savings Bank.
To complete the building programme there remains 
the building o f a new larger dining room and an 
administration block and i t  is expected that this 
will be done over the long vacation during 
November 1977 to March 1978. Plans for these 
buildings have been submitted to the A.U.C. in 
Canberra.
And as we come to the close o f the 10th year o f 
operation as a College within the University o f 
Queensland, i t  must be agreed that the three objects 
o f International House, previously mentioned, have 
been carried out.
I t  is also hoped that the loans owing w ill be repaid 
and the new buildings paid for also at this time so 
that International House w ill be not only self 
supporting but in addition be completely free o f debt.
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Ten years— a decade— is but a moment in the history 
of an institution. How little are large waves or 
towering buildings when viewed from a cruising jet. 
What lasting impression or critical impact has Inter­
national House made in these formative years? What 
has been memorable? What has been achieved?
Perhaps one could cite the prescience of our founding 
fathers and the amazing perseverance of President 
Martin who saw an imperative need to do something 
possible in that intangible area of furthering under­
standing between peoples of the world. One might 
also deeply appreciate the financial aid of the 
Australian and Overseas governments, of Rotary 
and other service organisations, of commerce, 
industry and individuals who helped make a hopeful 
idea into a reality. A further tribute must go to the 
Board who performed their avuncular role under the 
indefatigable chairmanship of President Bert Martin.
Perhaps the tale grows tedious! Myth or reality; 
fiction or fantasy, be as it may, but International 
House has survived and thrived for a whole ten 
years. But by whom or how can the measure of its 
being be evaluated? For me there is one answer, the 
response of the past generation of students who have 
lived in International House. Why would I especially 
select them? Their selection was automatic because 
they have contributed some small or large part of 
their lives in the creating of what International House 
today now is. Not only that, but they have, on the 
whole, benefited from the experience and are grateful 
for it. This was particularly obvious on the occasions 
I have visited our Alumni both within Australia and 
overseas. International House is a community of 
persons not just a collection of well designed 
buildings. It is the people who live here who create 
the life style and the atmosphere suited to the 
changing needs of the times. College living is a 
matter of shared experiences in an environment 
conducive to helping the individual to fu lfil his 
academic aspirations. A t the same time, College 
endeavours to help each person to develop his real 
potential and provides him with opportunities for a 
social and a liberal education.
The reaction of 'ex Internationals', particularly those 
from overseas to the memory of the years they spent 
at College has been heartwarming and sincere. They 
consider International House to be their Australian 
home. For the future, the massive and continuing 
demand for College places is most reassuring. So it 
would seem that International House w ill continue ot 
function effectively as a humanizing community.
So to all who have contributed to our first ten years, 
may I express most sincerely, my deepest gratitude, 
and the hope that this pattern of active and positive 
cooperation w ill continue in our next decade.
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W A R R E N  T O D D
After the usual slow start to the social year, spent 
mainly in organizing and chasing our tails, the 
Committee managed to start things moving.
Early in the year, we had a couple of ideas which 
hadn’t been used for a good few years. A successful 
exchange dinner was held with some members going 
to Union College, and some of their member scorning 
here to dine. They appeared to enjoy our hospitality 
to the extent that it was well into the morning before 
we managed to get rid of the last of them. Another 
event enjoyed by those present was the Fancy Dress 
Party, where representations ranged from Al Capone 
to a couple of delightful (? )  female impersonators.
The big event of the year was, as always, the College 
Formal. This was held at the Crest International 
Hotel, which proved to be an ideal, and most
important, a spacious venue. We were fortunate to 
receive very good service on such a restricted budget.
The usual Sadie Hawkins Night was held, proving to 
be fun, if not quite as successful as previous years. 
If nothing else, the occasion provided a homely 
atmosphere (that is, hay and dust) for a few of the 
college ‘bushies’.
Then, of course, the social year terminated with that 
enjoyable night of the Valedictory Dinner. This was 
the last social event in college for a good many of our 
friends—we hope they enjoyed themselves.
Overall it was felt that the year had been successful, 
especially in light of the extra burdens placed on 
students by the introduction of the semester system. 
For those who feel that they could have enjoyed 
themselves more, International House is one of those 
places where you get out of it as much as you put in— 
so participate, bring your friends and enjoy 
yourselves.
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The invitation was sent far and wide: "W on't you 
come and play in my back yard?" So was the 
invitation to work.
Many weeks before the great International House 
Soiree, preparations were being made. Delegation, 
co-ordination, co-operation— behind the scene to il as 
well as unseen sweat and tears of committees 
bustling to and fro. Organising. Everyone was doing 
something, though what exactly no one knew until 
the day itself.
International House was transformed. No longer was 
this a University College on the edge of campus. 
It became truly International House— on display for 
all to  see. Colourful flags decorated the entrance 
while the cut palm leaves drooped in the scorching 
sub tropical sun. (Of course there had to be a heat 
wave that same day...) But the gaiety, colour, music 
and exotic smelling foods drew the crowds who came 
in their hundreds to take part in the 1974 I.H. Soiree. 
Common Rooms in all the towers were transformed 
into colourful displays from many different countries. 
Every continent was represented. In pairs or groups, 
each nationality displayed what was its own to 
boast— its culture. Handiwork, arts, craft of many 
kinds, pictures, cloth, artifacts. Useless and useful 
things, each characteristically different, each of a 
particular origin. And the people who came, saw it 
all and were wide eyed in delight.
The scene at I.H. culminated with home cooking. 
Choice exotic dishes with suspicious exotic names 
were served by tireless, ever-smiling cooks and chefs. 
There was no question here of "too  many cooks..." 
Pounds of rice, "nam-pic-ong", "ayam goreng", 
"ku tton  m urry", "mughas halwa" and pumpkin pie 
disappeared in record time— but only just in time 
to adjourn to Mayne Hall where the fun was to 
continue.
To the merry sounds of "Vive la compagnie", 
bearing flags of all nations and wearing national 
clothes, some fifty  or more people walked through 
the audience and on to the stage. Here took place 
nearly four hours of entertainment— songs, dances, a 
costume parade, a Japanese strip-tease in reverse, 
a Malaysian wedding ceremony followed one after 
another— and still they came. Resident students from 
College were helped in their programme by singing 
and dancing groups from Brisbane which helped to 
make the performance a truly professional one.
"Waltzing Matilda" as played by the people from 
the audience on the Indonesian Ang-klung w ill never 
be the same again!
The end of the show late that night marked the end 
of the gathering. Smiling faces left the hall. The day 
had been a success, very well attended. But most 
satisfying of all were some of the comments, such as: 
"... it's amazing after so many months at I.H. I had 
never spoken to so and so before ..." or "... it brought 
us closer together ... everyone did something..." 
It was more than just a gathering— it afforded a very 
special opportunity of making new friendships, of 
deepening old ones and of attaining a better under­
standing of people.
Yes, it was fun to play in our back yard— aren't you 
glad you did? Let's do it again next year!
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the polar limbo
ê J What is this stage o f life  
where innocence has fled 
into a broken cadence 
from a rusted fife?
Why have the greens and golds 
o f sparkling childhood 
paled into the dying dusk 
o f rigid polar colds?
Where have the impetuous hours flown 
that grasped 
the tenuous web-scent 
o f a flower bud blown?
Cold gold fingers of grey dawn 
fumble the flickering life.
A  leaf quivers under the stir 
of bird and limb-locked light.
A  scurry of startled wings,
A  stirring of stiffened limbs.
And the living struggle 
from the clutch of nightmare sights.
See
An old dry youth ...
A  spent frame spindled 
on frigid arctic icicles 
of forgotten moments.
A  tattered youth ...
Spattered with stains
from scores of sharp recollections,
on faded recollections
of forgotten unremembered moments.
A tired youth ... 
shrinking into shrieking 
seas of shattered mirror glass, 
that gleam and crackle 
a wasted witches crackle — 
of long forgotten unremembered moments.
A tattered tired dry old youth 
of long ....
forgotten.
.... long
unremembered . . . »
infinities
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Lynelle
LOOKING BACK
Thelander.
Mud feet high on the bedroom walls, oil drums and 
furniture littering what was once the shaded path 
from G Tower, haggard faces of people pushed 
beyond the normal limits of human endurance, and 
everywhere the foul stench of the flood so recently 
subsided— this was the International House to which 
I returned. Yet within just two weeks, every room 
had been thoroughly cleaned in readiness for the 
returning students. This was no ordinary achievement, 
and the community spirit which made it possible, 
prevailed throughout the entire year to make 1974 
a landmark in terms of involvement and achievement.
A light-hearted touch was added to the devastation of 
the flood by the staging of an auction of unclaimed 
articles from the store rooms. Urged on by the able 
auctioneer, the bidding was fast w ith even the least 
likely of the items being hotly contested, and the 
entire procedure was entertainment in itself. One 
still wonders what use Chan may have found for some 
of his "treasures"!
Bidding over, the same eager hands then combined 
in preparation for the "Verboten Cabaret", and again 
in making the "Song Kran" (Thai New Year 
celebration) one of the very memorable events 
in the year.
Reviving an old practice, a highly successful Exchange 
Dinner was arranged with Union College. We may not 
have been able to match their hot hors-d'oevres, 
but at least we could boast of our closer community, 
where everybody knows everybody else.
The birthday of a President is never "just an ordinary 
affair", and few will forget the high times associated 
with Bill Tranter's 21st. The only comment which 
could adequately express the prevailing spirit of the 
occasion would be "HOO-RAYÜ!"
Then, with an awful suddenness, "Corroboree'74”  
was upon us. Hampered by the grave misgivings of 
some over our readiness to host the event so soon 
after the flood, and frustrated by a badly organised 
University Calendar which prevented full participation 
from all Houses, nevertheless the organisers set about 
to make "Corroboree '74" one of the memorable 
events of the year. Highlights of the programme were 
the bus trip  to the Gold Coast, and the overwhelm­
ingly successful Dinner-Dance. We were fortunate in 
having the National Conference of the African 
Students' Association on campus during the same 
week, culminating in a concert, "Ngoma", which was 
a real experience in the rhythms of Africa.
The social whirl continued, with some delightful, 
frightful, w itty  and wonderful displays of imagin­
ation at the Fancy Dress Ball. Could we ever forget 
Ofa as the "Big Bad Wolf"? Further unselfish con­
tributions were made in organising the Study Girl 
Final, and assisting with the T.V. Auction. And at 
last, reaping the rewards of past fund-raising, carpet 
squares were laid in three of the Common Rooms and 
curtains hung in four.
Thanks to the tireless enthusiasm of Basia Rozycka, 
Sunday night suppers became a regular event in 
College, and all had the opportunity of learning of 
life in another country, with the additional delight
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of sampling food typical of that culture.
The Soiree can be mentioned in nothing short of 
superlatives. The real spirit of Soiree was seen in the 
whole-hearted participation of all College members in 
the odious task of preparing the food the night 
before, in arranging the national displays, each with 
its unique atmosphere, in the Common Rooms, and 
in rehearsing for the evening concert in Mayne Hall. 
This spirit was manifest in the spectacular entrance 
of the students, singing "Vive la Compagnie" amidst 
the flourish of the many national flags, and the very 
moving finale, with the audience joining in the singing 
of "Auld Lang Syne".
The Car Rally attracted a large number of starters, 
and the well-planned route afforded participants 
views of the more scenic areas of Brisbane and 
environs. Still bounding with energy, the College 
went hay wire, and the Sadie Hawkins Dance added 
another chapter to the social success story.
The College Photograph usually arouses immediate 
memories of rude awakenings on cold and frosty 
mornings, and a subsequent disarray of sleepy faces, 
and pyjama-clad bodies perilously perched on chairs 
atop tables. In true community spirit, 1974 however 
saw the dawn of a new approach to this ordeal. 
Who ever would have guessed that "Morning" from 
Peer Gynt could have broken so gently into our 
sleep and softened the agony of awakening?
A sad note pervaded the year when Pat O'Connor, 
our cook and very much a part of our community, 
had to leave due to ill health. Another loss was 
Eleanor, who for three years had graded the College 
with her distinctive cry, "M r W INDERS!!!"
The Valedictory Dinner was, for some, a moving 
occasion, as College leavers spoke of their experiences 
and ideas, of their hopes and disappointments, and of 
valuable friendships formed during their stay at 
International House. For others, it was a night of 
celebration and high spirits. But for all there was the 
common feeling that "V .D . Night was something just
a little more special than any other".
Traditionally V.D. Night marks the end of the College 
year, as all knuckle down to a b it of really hard work 
before the final examinations. However 1974 was 
perhaps unique in this respect, for interest in the 
affairs of College continued.
When, in spite of repeated submissions to the Uni­
versity Senate and the Buildings and Grounds 
Committee, a cement truck arrived to start pouring 
cement for the foundations of yet another "temp­
orary" Maintenance building, I.H. students were 
mobilised w ithin twenty minutes, and occupied the 
site to prevent further construction. Giving up a day 
of precious study time, they refused to move until 
Mr Ritchie ordered construction to be stopped while 
he spoke with them. Naturally the Administration 
had its way in the end, completing the building 
during the vacation when the majority of students 
had left College. However the stand made by the 
"S it-In " participants was a tribute to their true 
spirit of community, reaching beyond their own 
immediate needs to embrace the wider issues of the 
quality of the environment, issues of importance to 
our whole society.
With all official activities over, 1974 came to a 
memorable close with a group of "Internationals" 
tripping out west for a fun weekend on the Thelander 
property, and finally with a community Christmas— 
a party specially arranged for the children of overseas 
students, with Jock performing the all-important role 
of Santa Claus; and a Christmas "feast" at Bobby's 
home, shared with all the visitors from the Lewis 
and Clark College in the U.S.A.
In many ways, 1974 must be regarded as the year of 
the greatest success in fostering community spirit 
and involvement. It was, for those whose untiring 
enthusiasm initiated this success, the fulfilment of an 
ambitious dream, and for those who merely partic­
ipated, a year to be recalled, hopefully, w ith pleasure, 
nostalgia, and maybe even a strengthened conviction 
of the value of community action.
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Tranter
Cervantes once said that “the road is better than 
the inn,” and over the years .... nearly four .... at 
International House, I’ve discovered the vivid reality 
of this comment. Students continue to come each 
year from all parts of the world to study at this 
University, all intent on gaining some diploma or 
degree which some day they take with them on their 
leaving.
But in between the coming and leaving some of us are 
offered the privilege of making our homes at Inter­
national House, Brisbane; some for just a few months, 
others for years. And it is in this small heterogeneous 
community that we are given the opportunity of 
rubbing shoulders with different people, exchanging 
ideas, mingling cultures and cultivating genuine friend­
ships. For each of us the experience is a different one, 
but it is one which we take with us as we go our 
different ways when the time comes to leave college. 
It is no burden to carry, rather an asset which no-one 
can ever take from us.
1974 leaves a multitude of feelings in my m ind- 
fond memories of splendid times we’ve had together 
at I.H.—the Formal, the Song Kran evening, the 
Fancy Dress, Sunday night suppers. On the sporting 
field I.H. has fared well with many of our members 
gaining positions in the Inter College teams. It has 
been a year of remarkable achievements, although 
one which began dismally with the great January 
floods.
Soiree, without any doubt, was the culmination of 
our year’s activities and Dave McLean and his 
committee are to be congratulated on their contri­
butions. The most outstanding feature of Soiree 74 
must be the almost 100% involvement by College 
members. With the large numbers attending, it 
appeared the concert might result in a considerable 
profit, but costs were exorbitant, reducing the balance 
to less than $200. However it would be most
unfortunate if the measure of Soiree’s success was
/
ever reduced to a financial one. Traditionally Soiree 
has been a non profit making function, and although 
it offers great potential for raising finance, I believe 
that far more can be achieved if, on this one day of 
the year, we set aside monetary issues and concentrate 
on cultural exchange. In this way Soiree can continue 
to unite members of College toward a single goal, 
uniting our thoughts and so breeding the brotherhood 
we so earnestly aim for.
The decision this year to replace the Keys - Teh 
Award with a toast at the Valedictory Dinner was a 
significant one. I have never met either Dr Ian Keys 
or Dr John Teh, but from praise I have heard they 
must have been well worth meeting. Much of what 
was achieved in College in the first two years of its 
existence was, we are told, primarily due to Keys and 
Teh. And so I guess it was a fitting gesture that they 
should institute an award to be given each year 
“to the person who has contributed most to the 
House and the community.”
However student thinking has changed and the 
original meaning of the award has been changed to the 
extent that many of our own members had come to 
question its relevance. Consequently, we decided to 
replace the award by the Keys-Teh “Toast to the 
Silent Helper”—the silent helper being no individual 
in particular, but all those who have in their own 
quiet way contributed to the House during the year. 
I believe that if a person makes the effort to under­
stand and learn something of even only one or two 
others he has contributed much towards the achieve­
ments of our aims and ideals.
The project to “face-lift” our common rooms by the 
addition of curtains, carpets and second-hand 
furniture, has been an ambitious one, but with the 
increased awareness shown by a large number of 
students in College to the need to contribute to the 
development of our grounds and facilities, we have 
been successful in accomplishing the goal. Continuing 
the work initiated last year by the organisers of 
Verboten Revival, we have this year raised over 
one thousand dollars by the raffle of a digital-clock 
radio, the memorable auction of long-forgotten 
possessions remaining in the store-rooms, the organ­
isations of an evening of entertainment for the finals 
of the Study Girl contest, Soiree and yet another 
Verboten.
The Rotariannes Club of Surfers Paradise also contrib­
uted to our fund and deserves a special “ thank you” 
from us all. Although the Board of Governors has been
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most generous in contributing finance, for which we 
are most grateful, our attitude has been one of 
willingness to do our share in improving the College 
for those who follow us. For the same reason we have 
as a club approached the Vice-Chancellor and 
University Senate requesting immediate positive 
action to upgrade our surrounding environment by 
the removal of existing structures and by landscaping 
where possible. We cannot afford to be complacent 
or apathetic about these common problems, but must 
accept the challenges which arise—our minds intent 
on improvement and progress.
Allow me to use this opportunity to express my 
sincere thanks to all those who have contributed 
to I.H. this year—to those who have participated in 
College activities and to all those who have so 
generously given their time in the organisation of 
activities associated with the College. I regard myself 
as being exceptionally fortunate to have been assoc­
iated with a committee of sincerely devoted fellow 
collegians, each of whom has made his contribution 
to the limit of his capabilities and interests and 
each of whose efforts have all too often passed 
unnoticed.
However, the most difficult challenge in the compil­
ation of this report has been to find adequate 
expression of gratitude to all residents, for your
continued support and co-operation throughout the 
year. Everyone who has come to College this year has 
contributed in some way to College life—I thank you 
for having me on your executive for 1974.
I can see a tremendous future for this college if only 
this attitude of individual involvement continues to 
stand high in fist of priorities. I.H. can be what we as 
members want it to be, no more—no less. No-one can 
ask everyone to participate in all College functions, 
but it is essential that we all contribute something.
Each must give and each receive. To what extent is 
for the individual to decide in the knowledge, which 
he alone has, of his abilities, limitations and 
ambitions.
I hope the incoming committee will accept in trust 
the modest achievements we place in their care and 
will work as hard as we have, for there is yet much 
to achieve. While we’re here, let us work to improve— 
when we leave, let us take and remember what is 
best.
Let us hope that we can all continue to strive for our 
ideals, remembering that “ideals are like stars; we will 
not succeed in touching them with our hands, but 
like the seafaring man on the desert of waters we 
choose them as our guides and following them 
reach our destiny.”
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Boaters 
Wate r
* Summer 
Paradise
Picture; the curling waves of milky water, the curving 
thrust of power boats, the lone bird cry; the silver 
sheen of soft silky moonbeams... the gentle lapping of 
water against the hull...er...H U L L ?  This is not a boat— 
this is your house!!!
Yes, folks, once more the fickle finger of fate 
popped into Queensland, to wish us all a good flood. 
As a result; 13,000 homes and businesses in the 
metropolitan area alone were disasterously affected. 
Water oiled its way to within a metre to a metre and 
a half of Martin Hall (our dining hall); 36 of our 
rooms were flooded, and the flat of our House 
Manager— Mr Winders, along with the home of our 
Warden, Mr Cribb—were inundated. A ll of our thanks 
and praises must go to the band of people who saved 
most of our storage and moveable furnishings, and the
possessions of the Cribbs and Winders.
I would like to take this space to thank all those— 
Police, Civil Defence, Services, and Civilians—who 
worked willingly at saving life and property. The real 
business of a flood is the cleaning up. T o  the aston­
ishing masses who created a 'people-flood', we all 
also owe our appreciation.
Paramountly, we owe thanks to two groups who 
kept the college 'afloat'. Thanks go to the Adm in­
istration— Mr Cribb, Mr Winders, and Mrs McNab 
for keeping the college functioning, and organising 
clean-up. Thanks also to The Coolangatta Rotary 
Club,
T o  all those—known and unknown, seen or unseen; 
please take this as our collective thanks and apprec­
iation of your wet and grimy work.
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o ld  shoppe
The year 1974 saw a drastic change in the status of 
the shop at IH. The residents, instead of being 
confronted with a small range o f confectionaries, 
biscuits, and the odd cigarettes; were confronted 
well supplied with $300 to $400 worth of goods 
at any one time. They were able to purchase a wide 
range o f biscuits, confectionaries, fruit juices, cordials, 
cigarettes, washing powders, soaps, and—most popular 
of all—oriental foods. The shop became a popular 
meeting place for the evening coffee break.
Having been budgeted to show a profit o f $150 after 
the previous years $15 profit, the shop passed all 
expectation by showing a profit in excess of $300. 
George Perry and Graeme Baguley worked hard to 
keep the stock up to the student’s demand. Other 
committee members spent much o f their valuable 
time in manning the shop on a roster basis. In all, 
it was realised that the effort was well worthwhile 
and very rewarding.
fri h »0 nriaprii ¿
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Pharmacists Rtepori (A.
As an innocent fresher 'yours tru ly ' was conned into 
the ubiquitous position of pharmacy fresher. A t the 
general meeting the populace thought that I should be 
well suited to this 'unique' position and I was elected 
by 149 votes to 1 !
Without doubt it was the Americans (or one 
American) who kept the college pharmacy profitable. 
He kept me straight to the motto. Apparently the 
drug stores in the States stay open all night.
Around the middle of the year sales started to droop 
and slacken off. A further promotion drive failed to 
produce a noticeable rise in sales. My plan to discredit 
the pill was a dismal failure. Who would believe side 
effects include impotence, piles and 'droops'?
Then I found out what I was really in for and I 
discovered that some people really thought I sold 
aspros and bandaids. The girl at the chemist shop 
thought my first purchase was quite a joke. "You 
want four dozen ....! You've got a big weekend 
coming? haha!" Many blushes etc.
Sales did not really boom until I started a publicity 
campaign. My motto: 'Any time of day or night 
your pharmacy fresher can put it right'.
Then the money started to flow in round social 
season. People started to realize that their p.f. was 
ready and willing to make a few cents out of any 
one's night out (or In).
It was left to an economist customer to explain the 
cause of slackening sales. Apparently in the present 
period of rising inflation, minor periods of depression 
occur. These minor periods of depression were 
beginning to worry your college pharmacist. In this 
period of slump I also noticed that Castlemaine 
Perkins shares were steadily rising. I make a final 
note to every future pharmacist elected at college:
"D on 't try to fight XX XX ".
from your friendly_collegepharmacist 1974,
Max Blenkin.
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Saturday September 21st: the weather was fine and 
the track good— 26 cars stood at the Rock Street grid 
awaiting the starters instructions that would send 
them on their 100 mile journey in the I.H. '74 Rally. 
Competition was already at a fever pitch as last 
minute inspections of the vehicles revealed a number 
of cases of pre-race intrigue. Sabotage had been 
carried out on two of the pre-race favourites as 
evidenced by the apple pie and toilet rally stripes on 
Frail's White Knight and O'Ryan's “ Car"???.
Shortly after 8.30 a.m. the navigators were issued 
with their instructions from Rally H.Q. and the cars 
left at three minute intervals. The first leg took the 
competitors through Auchenflower, Fortitude Valley 
(the end of the race for some of the more inept 
teams— not that Graeme Baguley is inept but ....) 
Flamilton and then to Zillmere via the back of the 
airport and Nudgee where the first checkpoint at 
Callaghan Park was manned by Ian Buchanan, George 
Perry and Mark Hickey complete with esky and a 
few home supplies.
Leg 2 wound its way through the wilds of Clear 
Mountain and Samford before morning tea was 
taken at a farm in Pleasant Valley with mine host 
Frank Randle. This gave passengers a chance to rest 
their aching muscles and jangled nerves and drivers 
the opportunity to repair teeth marks in the seat 
covers From Pleasant Valley the 2nd Leg traversed 
the scenic bush country en route to Dayboro where 
the first port of call was the Dayboro Pub. After the 
first ten cars had called in, the local drinkers took the 
initiative and provided the competitors with the 
necessary answers the moment they passed through 
the doors. The second checkpoint in the Dayboro 
Memorial Park was staffed by Yank and Hugh Dog 
who generously afforded the competitors a ten 
minute respite to enjoy at their leisure the well 
appointed conveniences of the pubs interior.
The Final Leg took the competitors out of "Marlboro 
Country" but not before disturbing roadside picnic­
kers searching for J.C.'s lover. The route back to the 
city took entrants through Petrie, Orana Hills, Bardon 
and on to the grandstand finish at J.C. Slaughter Falls. 
Unfortunately due to rain and the Sydney Rugby 
League Grand Final on T.V. the bush picnic was 
transferred to C Tower common room where point 
scoring novelties such as tadpoles, cucumbers, hot 
potato chips, prawns and dry cleaning signs were 
sifted through. Due to the death of Frank Randles 
Big Red Truck (may it rest in pieces) on the way 
through Petrie the results were delayed for a short 
period.
The winner, in taking the chequered flag fo r the 
second successive year was Stirling Fong in his 
"Yellow Cab" navigated by Alex Sy. In second 
position due to some animalistic driving were vets 
Wayne Hein and navigator Jackie Jenkins. Third spot 
was taken by "Wousies Waggon" navigated by Toddy 
under instructions from 'George' Sverdloff and 
Boozer. Graeme Baguley, after catching the 12A bus 
from the Valley (he thinks), arrived in time to collect 
the Booby prize.
Other noteworthy competitors were John Cameron 
and Co. in the Jandowae Jallopy, Mario Vedelago 
in his Fiat 124 equipped with calculators and stop 
watch, and Rally Ruscoe who showed that his 
Escort runs as fast on two wheels as it does on four.
To those who d idn't participate— you missed out on a 
great day so try and make it in 1975.
Our thanks go to George Perry, Mark Hickey, Frank 
Randle and Hugh McMicking and all competitors for 
making the '74 Rally a memorable little  jaunt.
John Pearson & Ian Buchanan 
® (Car Rally Convenors)
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C M B C K S
"The Club shall have the power to elect any person 
who Is or has been connected with the College or the 
University, an Honorary Member."
... from the Constitution of International House 
Students' Club.
Rasma Lee and Alex Sy were nominated for Honor­
ary Membership of the Students' Club at the Annual 
General Meeting held in October of 1974. They were 
then elected—the first Honorary Members in the 
Club's history. Ä  ^  jRj
Rasma Lee was a foundation member of the girls of 
International House. She came in 1969 and moved 
out at the end of 1973. Her time at I.H. was spent in 
complete Involvement in college life. Beside playing 
every sport possible (as far as girls are concerned) in 
I.C.C. competition, she was a very active member of 
the Sports, Social, Soiree and Kanyana committees. 
She also led the Corroboree to Melbourne in 1972.
With such a history of involvement, it was not sur­
prising that Rasma took such a great interest in 
college after she left. It was this interest and 
enthusiasm that prompted the members of the I.H. 
Students' Club to vote her in as an Honorary 
member.
In 1974 Rasma coached the girls in most 
sports during the year. She turned up at any hour to 
referee their matches. She helped greatly with 
Verboten and attended nearly all the functions 
arranged. At the end of 1974 Rasma was elected by 
the University of Queensland Student Union as their 
representative on the Board of Governors of 
International House.
Alex Sy was a member of college from 1969 till the 
end of first semester 1974. During that time he was an 
unqualified worker for International House. He was 
involved in many of the I.C.C. sports, being a full I.H. 
blues winner; one of the instigators of the Inter­
national House Photographic Club; a most efficient 
business manager for Kanyana; Chairman of the Wine 
Cellar Club and he also revived the college cabaret 
Verboten.
This background of hard work was not the criteria 
for his election to Honorary membership. What was 
involved was his contribution to I.H. since his leaving 
college.
This included the furnishing of 'A ' Tower common- 
room with carpets and curtains from money raised 
through Verboten Revival and Verboten; coaching 
I.H. sporting teams and attending and helping at 
functions arranged at International House. More 
important than these activities of Rasma and Alex, 
was the help and advice they were always willing to 
give to our Student Executive and different committ­
ees during the year—help and advice based on their 
experience of college life.
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CHARACTERS:
A ll are members o f  the miscel- 
aneous member union o f  Inter­
national House, coming from 32 
countries and comprising 150 
assorted unmentionables. Planted 
within this cessbed are members 
o f  CIA (Clods in Australia), FBI 
(Foreign Bodies Incorporated) and 
ASIO (Anti-Study and Intelligence 
Order).
ACT ONE
. Set in the musty middle o f  Martin 
Mall er Hall. 7.30 pm on a muddled 
Monday night. Various tables, 
chairs, and the occasional body 
have chaotically motored into semi­
circles. The air is thick with tension, 
tobacco smoke, beer fumes, and 
stale food smells. Everyone is in 
fact fuming. A cowbell chimes. 
Stampede o f  hommes shouting 
“F IR E ”. Silence. Trill Banter and 
TheNelleLander enter. High Table 
creaks. TheNelle is wearing a faded 
off-print o f  an old grey mare nam 
Tumblesynd. Trill is looking qui 
fetching in o ff  white (or just off! 
Vet’s overalls.
MR TR ILL  BANTER:
I now call this meeting o f IHSC 
order... The first item on the agenda is.. 
MR MOB RORTIMOR:
(flinging up squelch racquet)
Mr President, I wish to object to Mr Hark 
Mickey’s mode of attire.
MR HARK MICKEY:
Zounds, Mob, I thought you liked my 
freshly laundered tablecloth suit. What 
more does the mob want?
(mutters to self : I  am only a 
poor servant o the public)
MR TR ILL  BANTER:
As I was saying, the first item on the 
agenda is the reading o f the minutes of 
the last meeting. I move that the minutes 
be accepted as read. All in favour? 
Carried.
(Searches for gavel. Grasps 
TheNelle who says “Neigh”)
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The next item on the agenda is the 
outward correspondence.
MISS THENELLELANDER:
(Stands on chair and pretends to 
assume acquinine features)
The epistle according to the billet of IH 
is that sent to the University Department /  
Of Disappearing Outdoor Situations (here­
inafter termed U DODOS). This is a 
rendition of around 20 foolscap pages 
which I shall commence to read. It 
concerns the relationships of the deter­
iorating elemental environmental situa­
tion with that of the deletorious 
monumental embracing ones within 
college. Before reading this, I would 
like to add that both Trill and I have met 
with our Warder-Mr Crivor Ibb and the 
most incredibly gracious Chair, Mert 
Bartins; and having moved many motions, 
and bringing things up from time to 
time; we decided on a united front on a 
divided platform.
(Holds up letter)
(Hommes hiss, belch, snore.)
MR EIM JELLIOT :
Mr President, I feel more consideration 
must be given to the organs Miss The 
Nelly is displaying. Perhaps we should 
write instead to the Inter-Departmental 
Internal Tribunal of the Senate (or 
IDIOTS); or indeed to the sanctified 
Sanctum of Senatorial Seats... The 
Chancellor of Vice...
MR MON JACKERELL:
I am afraid I must agree with Jelly.
I frame a motion calling for episodic 
engagement of the highest authorities 
on this moment of matter.
(Sundry bodies elevate themselves 
and more or less repeat MR 
JACKERELLs words..mostly less)
MR TRILL BANTER:
Are you shadowing a motion on the 
motion or moving a prefix to the 
motion in motion. As the motion in 
motion is in motion, no motion can be 
motioned or placed in motion until the 
motion in motion...
(gives a yelp and dives for brown, 
plain covered book entitled 
“EVERYTHING YOU WANTED 
TO MOVE IN MEETINGS BUT 
WERE AFRAID TO MOTION”) 
(Uproar, snores, discord)
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, MR TRILL BANTER:
Silence! siLENCE! S1LEEENCE!!!
'MISS THENELLE:
I feel a mounting lack of confidence in 
my position. This is not a threat-but if 
I don’t get a motion of confidence, 
I shall resign.
1R TRILL BANTER:
Now, now, Nelly. We all know how you 
feel. It’s nothing against you personally, 
that you didn’t think of this. Okay, guys, 
we all have confidence in her haven’t we? 
(Hommes stare at ceiling, windows, 
floor... counting flies and birds..1) 
;MR BRAEME GAGUELY:
Mr President, I feel everyone is missing 
the point. The point is to whom is it 
best to write. I suggest that taking all 
things into consideration we should write 
to the senate.
IR FROD RAIL:
1 would like to ask on what grounds 
Mr Gaguley feels the senate is the best 
source. Surely the question is whether 
the source is effective in action...
^ M R  TORREN WODD:
Perhaps we could...you know...write to" 
the senate...and er...well...ask them... 
^ M R  CHON JUI:
I feel we are overlooking a vital factor.! 
The Senate is like a soccer goalie...it kee¡j¡> 
everything out...
5%¿MR TRILL BANTER:
I feel that can forshadow the for shadow} 
-^M IS S THENELLE:
Treell, I sent all of them a letter...
4< M R  TRILL BANTER:
Nelly. I feel we can deal with that laterj 
Now on the first motion...
(The play here pauses drowned by] 
snores, belches, and the clank of 
the Cellar. Surprisingly, the aud­
ience seems to be in the same 
soporific state as the caste...er.., 
cast.)
Apologies granted to any person who feels in any part thà™ 
this is an unfair reflection on them. This is meant to be’ 
fictionalised representation of a meeting and is characterise 
accordingly.)
«
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Students’ Club Equipment
An electronic calculator and three new coin-operated 
washing machines were made available for the 
students’ convenience.
The I.H.B.O.G. held two full Board meetings and 
one Executive meeting during the First Semester. 
The I.H. Students’ Club was represented at all these 
meetings.
The following items concerning the Students’ Club 
were brought forward and discussed. (As this report 
shows, the response of the B.O.G. was very 
satisfactory.)
College Fees
Most welcome news—the College fees were set to stay 
at $26.00 per week, following their review before the 
end of First Semester. The Chairman and the Warden 
called for co-operation from the students to help 
keep the administrative costs to a minimum.
A typewriter was also requested, and it was hoped 
that we could soon use our own typewriter to type 
out “FEEDBACK” and magazine articles.
Ground Improvements
The Games Room and the Shop were to be moved to 
G Tower to give room for the construction of a new 
Conference Room. This was to be done as soon as a 
reasonable quote was offered.
The lawn in front of the Warden’s residence would be 
available for an outdoor badminton court once the 
construction and landscaping around that area was 
finished.
The B.O.G. was willing to supply the materials to 
build a slab around the new barbecue so that tables 
could be set up, as long as the Students’ Club 
provided some volunteers to do the job.
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College Common Room Improvements 
The Senior Residents and the Students’ Club 
Executive put forward a scheme for the better 
utilisation of areas and Common Rooms in College:
“A” Basement become an ironing room.
“A” Common Room be set up for use by the Wine 
Cellar Club and to store trophies and College records.
“B” Basement become a “KANYANA” room or the 
Students’ Club office.
“B” Common Room be used for meetings.
“D” Common Room be made more private by the 
installation of a screen door.
“E” Common Room be set up as a permanent 
tutorial room and as a “quiet” room.
“F ” Common Room be used for cooking.
A sub-committee consisting of the Chairman, the 
Warden, the President of the Students’ Club and 
John Chiu was formed to investigate the proposals.
Fund Raising
The Students’ Club also helped in organising and 
operating a function for the final judging of Study 
Girl, and helped with the T.V. Auction.
New Positions
Congratulations were extended to our former Alumni 
representative, Mr Grant Vinning, who was appointed 
as the new Honorary Secretary when Mr B.J. Moylan 
resigned in order to take up a post as a magistrate 
in Hong Kong.
At the Board meeting in the Second Semester, the 
following matters were put forward for discussion.
Meeting with Buildings and Grounds Committee 
The Board of Governors was to organise a meeting 
with the University Architect and authorities in the 
Buildings and Grounds Committee. It was suggested 
that the meeting be held around 11.00 a.m. at I.H. 
so that those present could actually experience the 
disturbance and depressing atmosphere caused by the 
Maintenance Department.
Improvement o f College Grounds 
The Chairman agreed that when the master plan of 
further building construction of this college was 
approved, the Students’ Club could arrange a meeting 
with the College Architect to discuss the project and 
plans that the Students’ Club had proposed for 
improving the College grounds. (For instance garden­
ing, landscaping etc.)
College Shop and Games Room 
The materials and frames for constructing the Games 
Room had been obtained. However construction 
could not be commenced until the exams were over. 
It was hoped that the new Games Room would be 
ready for next Semester.
Increase in Female Membership 
The B.O.G. liked to maintain its policy of having 
equal numbers of Australians and overseas students 
in this College. If the B.O.G. were to proceed with 
the suggestion of having 75 male and 75 female 
residents, then the College would hardly meet the 
level of 50% female overseas students and 50% female 
Australian students. (I.H. has been struggling, and 
only just managing to attain such proportions of 
female residents over the past few years.) This was 
because not many overseas females applied for 
residence at I.H. Hence to meet the 50-50 overseas 
and Australian requirement I.H. would have to 
replace some Australian males by overseas males. 
(A rough estimate shows that this would mean the 
displacement of at least 17 Australian males next 
year.) The B.O.G. pointed out that this was not a 
very satisfactory solution, and the suggestion was not 
accepted.
Typewriter and Microscope
Mr Renouf was looking into the purchasing of a 
tyepwriter for the Students’ Club, and the Chairman 
was to ask him about it next time they met.
A motion was moved and carried that a new micro­
scope be purchased. The B.O.G. was to support the 
Students’ Club on a dollar for dollar basis. It was 
suggested that a suitable one could be bought from 
overseas (from Hong Kong perhaps?) for a cheaper 
cost.
College Fees
The weekly fees for next year were reviewed and set 
at $32.00. This was below the average of College fees 
around the campus. As a guide, the following were the 
proposed fees for next year in other Colleges:
King’s $32.00 to $33.00
Grace $35.00
Union $32.00
Cromwell $34.00
St. John’s $32.00
Women’s $33.00
St. Leo’s $32.00
Emmanuel $36.00
Finally, on behalf of the Students’ Club, I extended 
our appreciation and thanks to the members of the 
B.O.G., and especially the Chairman, for helping us 
so much throughout the year.
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SPORTS
with
JOHN
The versatility of the I.H. sportsman is clearly 
reflected by our triumph in the I.C.C. Golf com­
petition, a sport which is certainly not as popularly 
known as many other codes. To compete with the 
other bigger colleges, I.H. has compensated its small 
size in membership by the high level of participation. 
It is often a problem in making up the numbers when 
half its members are only cultured to the more 
Australian-oriented sports—cricket, rugby etc.—while 
the other half shows more interest in some of the 
more international codes, such as soccer, hockey, 
basketball etc.
Participation in conjunction with the high spirit 
brought us the pride of beating many other colleges 
to the I.C.C. count down. Seventeen representatives
CHIU and 
JACKIE JENKINS
were selected for I.C.C. representation, a record for 
at least the past five years. We appreciate and praise 
those who tried and participated, but to the out­
standing individuals, the Sporting Blues and Half 
Blues were awarded to mark their high achievements 
and standard. This high standard should be main­
tained in future years if these awards are to keep 
their present meaning.
To the individual sports convenors we offer con­
gratulations for their diligence and efficiency. Of 
course, the teams would not have done as well if they 
were deserted by those ardent supporters, whose 
screams and abuses to the opposition from the 
sideline often lifted the spirits of those who were 
fighting for the honours on the field.
ATHLETICS:
BASKETBALL:
CRICKET:
FOOTBALL:
GOLF:
MEN
I.C.C. REPRESENTATIVES FOR 1974
HOCKEY:
Chris AULD 
Alex Sy
Ian BUCHANAN 
Murray HANCOCK 
John HAWGOOD
John HAWGOOD 
Sari MASO 
Bill TRANTER 
Vila TUICOLD
John PEARSON 
Richard HARBOLOVIC 
Robert MORTIMORE
SOCCER:
SQUASH:
ATHLETICS:
HOCKEY:
NETBALL:
John CHURCH 
Mark POWELL
John CHIU 
George KWEIFIOKEI 
Razi MOND 
Stephen VADELAGO
Bob MORTIMORE 
WOMEN
Jackie JENKINS 
Lynelle THELANDER 
Julie NOFFKE 
Maree SVERDLOFF 
Suzanne HARRISON 
Teresa FAIR
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GOLF
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Peter Ruscoe
MEN'S BASKETBALL
This year the ICC golfing tournament was a frothing 
success for IH. Everyone will be glad to know that 
St Johns, St Leos, and that pessimistic Ian "Big 
Shoulders" Buchanan are a few dozen poorer, IH are 
the Golfing Premiers.
Rick "Hotdog" Harbolovick struck his balls well 
and always found target. In fact he pulled off one of 
the best scoring shots of the day. Wousey wacked and 
wacked and wacked; while Bob "The Plough" 
Mortimore hacked and hacked and hacked. Peter 
"The Putter" Ruscoe had a difficult lay in the 
bunker, while waiting for Col "Player Gary" Yeates, 
who had trouble with his grip and lost out in the 
rough. John "Justier" Pearson lost a ball in the rough 
and so lost two strokes. Peter "The Mouth" Pavusa 
and "Dapper" Dijon played like motor-boats: "putt, 
putt, putt, putt, puttputtputt! ".
The day was hot the sweat was flowing,
The golfers with their dubs were glowing.
Upon the tee they h it the shots,
And on the green they sunk their pots.
On the fairway, purple and white,
Were caddies, fans, and we—such a sigh t.
Through rough and bunkers we played and played, 
Anow and again such shots were displayed.
We went out there to do our best,
To play like pros and beat the rest.
To our surprise we wiped the field.
For the first time we took the shield.
Congratulations go to John, Rick, and Bob for 
selection in ICC Golf Team. Thanks go to all fans, 
supports, and players for participating. Special 
thanks go to caddies Jill, Margie, Marie, Leslie, and 
Christine.
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Alex Sy
Despite the lack of experienced players, our 
basketball team managed a good 4th in the I.C.C. 
competition.
The team started o ff with a loss to Johns 30-43, 
then followed defeats to Kings 28-43 and Emmanual 
32-51. Cromwell forfeited the next match to us, 
and in a close game, we came up on top of Leos 
42-40. In the final match of the season, we went 
close to upsetting the eventual jo int premiership team 
Union losing by only 37-38.
Our team was led by Alex Sy and consisted of 
Rob Mortimore, Stanley Saw, Steve Emms, Bruce 
Moore, Rod Coates, John Chiu, Graeme Baguley, 
Mahir, and Robert Teh. Alex Sy was selected as 
captain of the I.C.C. team.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Maree Sverdloff
1974 saw a new ICC sport for women—American or 
International Basketball. Thanks to our toughness and 
a little skill (passed on by Alex Sy) IH women 
performed creditably. Credit must go to all the game 
girls who played, and to the spectators. Next year 
our tenacity and experience should give the other 
colleges a decent competition.
AWARDS: Sneakiest Player: Theresa Fair
Most Vicious Player: Nelle Van Buren 
Most 'Polite' Player: Sue Harrison
Most Unstable Player: Jackie Jenkins 
Most Stable Player: Donna O'Sullivan 
Just A Player: Maree Sverdloff
NETBALL
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Suzanne Harrison 
The netball team had a good season, coming second 
in ICC fixtures; and having three members in the 
ICC team. As usual the season did not pass without 
mishap. Apart from the usual bruises, scratches and 
dislocated fingers, we managed to chalk up a dis­
located shoulder (Wendy's) and an aggravated loin 
(Georges). The girls got their revenge, with Jackie 
accidentally flooring anyone who got in her way 
(this included unfortunate team members as well).
A ll the girls played w ith more than competence: 
Helen, Gina, and George in the goal circle and 
attack, made a good combination. F luff played centre 
usually, and also Assistant Goalie, and played ex­
tremely well. Uga and Jackie made a strong defence, 
and it is to their credit that the scores in all our 
games were kept very low. Sue Harrison showed she 
had a very long reach. Others dragged themselves 
out of bed to help out when short a member. 
We thank those people for their help.
AWARDS: Most Modest Player: Sue Harrison
Most Adventurous Player: Uga Pillay 
Friends: Ginny and Janie L. (friend in 
need are friends indeed)
ATHLETICS
CONVENORS: Gina Martin, Chris Auld
Unfortunately I.H. did not do as well as expected in 
the 1974 I.C.C. Athletics Carnival. Both men and 
women finished out of place. However, the Convenors 
are sure that w ith a little  extra effort next year, I.H. 
w ill show its fu ll athletic ability and be among the 
placegetters.
The crosscountry performance was a little  better than 
the athletics carnival itself w ith the girls finishing 
equal first w ith Grace college while the men, even 
with their strong finishes, unhappily finished out of 
place again.
I.C.C. Athletics Results
MENS WOMEN
100 metre
C. Auld 4th G. Martin 2nd
200 metre
C. Auld 3rd G. Martin 4th
400 metre 
C. Auld 
800 metre
3rd M. Sverdloff 3rd
C. Auld 1st W. Page 3rd
1500 metre 
T. Wong 
L/Jump
6th
W. Todd 4th J. Jenkins 4th
T/Jump
G. Kwefio-Okai 
H/Jump
3rd
W. Hein 
110 Hurdles
6th J. Jenkins 6th
G. Kweifio-Okai 2nd J. Jenkins 5th
Discus 
S. Maso 
Javelin
4th S. Harrison 6th
R. Mortimor 4th S. Harrison 6th
Shotput
S. Maso 4th S. Harrison 4th
4 X 100 metres 4 X 100 metres
relay 3rd relay 3rd
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MEN'S TENNIS
CONVENOR: Steve Emms
CAPTAIN: Barry Schmidt
Barry Schmidt spearheaded the I.H. Tennis Team 
this year. He was supported by Robert Mortimore, 
Stephen Emms, and Kim Rouse; with occasional 
support from Thiva Supad janya, Peter Ruscoe, 
and Kisira Yoa. Despite Barry's clean sweep of his 
singles matches, the team could only manage three 
wins. The first game was lost narrowly to John's.
Wins were against Union College—five sets to three; 
and by forfe it against Leos and Cromwell.
Most of our players should be back next year, and 
w ith a few new recruits, and a little  less Ouzo for 
Bob, we should improve on this year's 4th place in 
ICC. Congratulations to Barry on his selection in the 
ICC Tennis Team. Thanks to Kim and Thiva for 
supplying team transport.
MEN'S ROWING
CONVENOR: Warren Todd
The year of 1974, for the men, was an unusual one 
for rowing, to say the least, and no-one can doubt 
that the season proved to be fu ll of surprises.
Battling against incredible adversities (hangovers, 
Emmanuel, etc.) the Senior four, under the guidance
of Jim Chiu, found their way with little science but 
plenty of spirit, to the front in two races in a row. 
Needless to say, on I.C.C. we softened our hearts in 
the face of the dispirited rowers from John's and 
Emmanuel, and decided that w ith the incentive of 
beating us they would provide some good com­
petition this year.
The Novice four, again guided by Jim Chiu (the 
first boat he steered was a sampan) kept up a fairly 
rigorous training program throughout the season, and 
after early improvement in the Emmanuel Regatta 
(2nd), they deemed it wise to allow other crews to 
take the glory at I.C.C.
Last, but not least, the College Eight must get a 
mention. This ignoble crew made its presence felt in 
some of the best and all of the worst circumstances.
Let no more be said.
Senior Four:
Jim Chiu (cox)
Bill Tranter (bow) 
Jim Ferguson 
Mark Powell 
Warren Todd (stroke)
Novice Four:
Jim Chiu (cox)
Steve Yelland (bow) 
Hugh McMicking 
Peter Pavusa 
Max Blenkin (stroke)
Senior Pair:
Alex Sy (stroke)
Tom Prudence (bow)
Novice Pair:
Ross Rolfe (stroke) 
Mark Hickey (bow)
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SOCCER
CRICKET
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: lan Buchanan
The 1974 team was comprised of Murray Hancock, 
John Pearson, Sari Maso, John Hawgood, Colin 
Yeates, Kim Rouse, Bill Gilmore, Mervyn Samara- 
tunga, David Butler, Richard Seeto, Peter Pavusa.
No sooner had Orientation Week begun, before Buck 
had the boys chasing balls everywhere in preparation 
for the first match against Emmanuel. A vocal crowd 
saw The I.H. boys thrash them resoundingly and 
from then on it seemed as though nothing could stop 
them. Union, Cromwell, and Leos all fell before the 
all round power of I.H.; but unfortunately the boys 
could not beat Johns and Kings, and thus finished 
third on the Premiership table.
Features of the Season were Buchanan's 85 against 
Union; "Yank”  hurling the ball away after dropping a 
catch; the acrobatic feats of Colin Yeates behind the 
stumps; the volatile pace attack spearheaded by 
Hancock, "No Balls" Buck, "Y ank" and "Boobs"; 
Peter Pavusa's unique ability to lose groin protectors; 
Kim Rouse's incredible fielding in the covers and 
Sam Hawgood's w ily o ff breaks.
Lastly, how can the team ever forget lan Buchanan's 
little "pep" talk before the Johns Match. "Okay 
fellows, especially bowlers, listen in. The pitch is slow 
so don't bowl anything short, right? However, I shall 
try a few short ones myself and just see how they go." 
However, after fifteen no balls in that match o ff only 
two overs, lan managed to get into the I.C.C. team 
along with Murray Hancock and Sam Hawgood.
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Halim Razi
Our Soccer teams have always been quite good- 
reputable teams I must admit.
We started this season as defending champions for 
the first time, all set to win the title again. The 
campaign started well with a 6-1 win over St. Leo's. 
This was certainly a morale booster but it did not 
keep up for long. In our second game we were 
unlucky not to win due to an erroneous judgement 
by the referee and we ended with a 1-1 draw with 
Emmanuel. As in the past, we were sent packing 
home with a 3-1 defeat by Union College. They 
certainly had a very talented side. We won the rest 
of the games on walkovers and in our final game we 
edged past Cromwell with a 3-2 win (George 
Kweifio-Okai making a hat trick).
Overall the team lacked skill and quite a number of 
our players were physically only half fit. Steve 
Vedelago, George, Razi, John, Terence and Kisira 
played well. Tony Wong, Ridzwan and Jimmy Chiu 
showed much improvement. The rest of the players 
did their best to play well and thus we had quite a 
reasonable side.
Congratulations to Steve, George, John and Razi for 
being selected as I.C.C. reps for 1974.
Finally I wish to thank all the players plus those we 
recruited when our star players were injured or away— 
Alan Lau, John Hawgood and Solomon.
Team: John Chiu, (Steve Emms), M. Razi, Mahir, 
Ridzwan, Jimmy Chiu, Tom Prudence, George Okai, 
Tony Wong, Terence Chan, Steve Vedelago, Kisira, 
Ahmed Wajeeh and Steve Yelland.
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MEN'S SQUASH
CONVENOR/CAPTAIN: Rob Mortimore
This years squash team had a reasonable amount o f 
success. On several occasions, we managed to rise 
to the occasion and the peak o f our performance. 
Once there, we could force our opponents into 
submission and consequently take advantage o f our 
over-riding position.
The three permanent members in the team were 
Bob "A fte r the D ark" Mortimore, Barry "Aggrav­
a tion " Schmidt; and B ill "W ot has this thing risen 
again ton ight" Gilmore. These three would like to 
thank the players (Ross Rolfe, Neville Davies, 
Peter Ruscoe, Murray Hancock, and 'anyone else'who 
filled in the number Four position.
We managed to come fourth in the competition; 
not quite as good as our friend Harry Palmer. 
Maybe next year, with a b it more support and 
enthusiasm for one o f the more enjoyable recreations 
in life (namely SQUASH), we m ight be able to 
make our mark on the spotlight.
WOMEN'S SQUASH 
CONVENOR: Barb Quartermaine
1974 saw the Women's Squash Team crown I.H. with 
glory (after losing every match).
Committed to a policy of no practices and no 
exertion, we stored up our energy for the games, but 
never really got to use it after witnessing the rocket­
ing serves of our opponents. Team members were 
Wendy Cossins, Suzanne Harrison, Donna O'Sullivan, 
Wendy Page, Barb Quartermaine and Lynelle 
Thelander.
Despite our sad losses everyone seemed to enjoy 
themselves and let's hope 1975 brings w ith it some 
"squashing" fresherettes.
RUGBY UNION
CONVENOR: Mark Powell
CAPTAIN: Sari Maso
This year the I.H. 15 found themselves w ithout the 
services of "Pants" Ricketts. A new college member, 
w ith a long Rugby reputation, Ian "Boss" Munroe 
was soon collared for the job. Although somewhat 
reluctant at first, he made a fantastic job of it.
Starting the spirit with plenty of season...er starting 
the season with plenty of spirit and even more 
potential; we looked set for a great season of Rugby. 
As a warm up, we played the Ex-Internationals 
(drawn). This proved to be a great social event 
as well as testing ground for our new players.
Our enthusiasm was not damped by a first game 
defeat (St Leos 16 - 0). Most of the players seemed 
to be suffering from a "Good-Nite" at the Formal 
on the previous night. A break of two weeks, brought 
IH back fresh and strong (Emmanuel 0 - 0). Here, 
we were unlucky not to score as we crossed the line 
several times—only to have the tries disallowed. 
With the reputation of "G iant Killers", we held 
Johns scoreless late into the second half, in the next 
match. Then Munroe's "Marauders" ran out of 
maraud...er...steam.
Against Kings and Cromwell we gained easy wins, 
while Union college forfeited.
Murray, Sari, Steve, and Kim combined well in the 
backs. They were ably supported by scrum-half 
John Hawgood. Led by "B u lly " Tranter, the forwards 
were a tower of strength. Col Yeates has an apparent 
liking for the bottom of rucks, and Villa is yet to 
score that try. Scott, Offa, Mahir, Fung, Bill, 
Hugooatesy and Frail all added their weight in the 
forwards. In the backs Toddy, O'Ryan, Tony, 
Richard, and Barry all played well. Thanks go to the 
consistent crowd of supporters, and to coach 
Munroe. Congratulations go to Villa, Bully Tranter, 
and Sari for ICC selection.
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MEN'S HOCKEY
CONVENOR: Graeme Baguley 
CAPTAIN: Mark Powell
1974 was a frustrating year for the I.H. hockey team. 
With a reasonably good group of players, we came 
very close to winning in most of our games. However 
lack of physical fitness and inexperience told out in 
the final stages and the I.H. side finished fifth in the 
I.C.C. competition. The regular team included— 
Vilaseri, Sari Maso, Alex Sy, Tom Prudence, Mark 
Powell, John Church, Mahir bin Abdullah, Mohd. 
Razi, and Graeme Baguley. Some potential was found 
in the ranks of the many players who filled in when 
needed. They included Kim Rouse, Prasad, John 
Hawgood, Ahmed, Steve Yelland, John Chiu, Mervyn 
Samaratunga, and Peter Pavusa.
Although we were a fair way down on the points 
ladder for I.C.C. competition, two of our players 
were selected in the combined I.C.C. team. Con­
gratulations go to John Church and Mark Powell .
CONVENOR: Lynelle Thelander
CAPTAIN: Julie Noffke
Our first match against Milton House seemed to 
augure well for the season — our image was so 
terrifying that the Milton House team of four 
forfeited to us. Our scheduled match against 
Duchesne found our ranks of eager hockey players 
rather depleted, but we got by "with a little help 
from our friends". Many thanks to Rasma and 
Barbara, who gave the team the extra push needed 
to score a 4-1 victory.
With such a convincing win behind us, we faced 
Cromwell's side of seven with no lack of confidence, 
only to suffer a humiliating 3-0 defeat. The reaction 
back at College was nothing short of incredulity 
when we reported the outcome of our match against 
Union College. They had scattered our ranks to the 
four winds, and scored a devastating 10 goals to our 1. 
Running on with only seven the next weenend, I.H. 
fought bravely to hold the score of the "Red Heavies" 
from Women's College to a mere 3 goals.
The final match of the season saw the I.H. team 
facing the Grace girls ("Purple People-Eaters") 
without our fiery centre-forward and Captain, Julie 
Noffke; our right inner, Gentle Janette Whitnal I ;
! our burly full-back, Nelle "Bruiser" van Burren ; 
or our gruesome goalie. Sue Harrison. However, the 
team struggled on gamely, with Joss Hogarth capably 
taking the bullies, and we suffered only a 5-0 defeat.
Many thanks to the team who never complained 
about being hauled out of bed on successive "cold 
and frosty mornings", ano congratulations to Lynelle 
and Julie, who were selected for the I.C.C. team.
SPEC IA L AWARDS:
Janice Dickinson—Most Improved 
Jackie Jenkins —Most Energetic 
Maree Sverdloff —Most Vocal
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COLLEGE BLUES
Full Blues : SUSAN HARRISON
ROBERT MORTIMORE 
MAREE SVERDLOFF
Half Blues : JIM FERGUSON
MURRAY HANCOCK 
JOHN HAWGOOD 
MARK POWELL 
KIM ROUSE 
STEPHEN VADELAGO 
COLIN YEATES 
JACKIE JENKINS 
LYNELLE THELANDER
HOW I.H. FARED IN I.C.C.
MEN: WOMEN:
Athletics 3rd Athletics 4th
Swimming 4th Swimming 6th
Tennis 4th Tennis no comp.
Cricket 3rd Hockey 4th
Hockey 4th Netball 2nd
Basketball 2nd Squash 4th
Rugby Union 4th
Soccer 2nd
Golf 1st
Squash 4th
ST. LUCIA SUPAVALU SUPERMARKET
SHOP A T  E R R O L  H A N S E N ’S ST. L U C IA  SU PA V A L U  F O O D M A R K E T  
H A W K E N  D R IV E  ST. L U C IA
* M O D ER N  S E R V IC E  D E L IC A T E S S E N
* A S IA N  F O O D S  A  S P E C IA L IT Y
* SUPA V A L U  B U D G E T  PRICES O N  A L L  
G R O C E R Y  L IN E S
THIS IS THE TIME OF THE YEAR TO KEEP AWAKE AND KEEP FIT. 
KEEP FIT WITH MULTI-VITAMINS
) AM PLE F R E E  P A R K IN G  IN D E L L  R D . C A R  P AR K
Take NO-DOZ 
or DYNAMO
M.J.TILLEY
C H E M I S T
MYADEC or 
PLURAVIT
Chemist in St. Lucia Village Shopping Centre
Have you heard from....? —and I dredge yet another 
so familiar face from the subconscious—a flicker of 
Recognition and old memories take up their stance in 
the very foreground of Reminiscence—it all returns 
over a cup of coffee during Swot Vac on the front 
steps of I.H.; the mind’s eye is dilated by the 
sudden mention of a name—some long vanished 
friend.
Old yarns are repeated—the party in Les’ room after 
V.D.—the last hockey match where Barney scored 
I “just in time”—Fernando introducing the Cuban 
'Crew—Rasma’s 21st in Edmonton—Juan’s tales of his 
trying experiences learning English—Santosa at the 
Student Club Meeting....
The topic changes to the year just past: Orientation 
week with its programme aimed at joining together 
the seasoned I.H. residents and the new faces in an 
atmosphere of conviviality —the boat trip—the 
barbeque dance — the hockey matches -  the I.C!C. 
Regatta on the morning after the night before 
(Verboten)—the Students Club meeting where a sea 
of faces listen listlessly while a few comment and 
expound—the International Social Night and judging 
of Miss Song Kran—the College auction with its 
piercing calls richocheting between the towers as 
first one bidder then another signalled his bid— 
Soiree and words cannot describe: the busy weeks of 
frenzied preparations, the maze of 50 flags clothing 
the guttering above the front steps, the crowds 
scrambling for an International supper, the Malaysian 
Wedding ceremony, the cheerful helpers cleaning-up 
at 3 a.m................
I.H.: Common Rooms naked—opportunities, to dis­
cover and learn, enormous; mixed and valuable 
memories; front rooms and back rooms—first floor 
and fifth floor—carpets and icy tiles; the camphor 
laurel outside A Tower which stretches upwards 
as an unkempt muddle of wild lively green and dead 
grey branches: a home for hungry possums and 
growing willy-wagtails in Spring: a tree which moves 
some to tears of joy but in the eyes of others is only 
a green thing which stands in the way; tutorials in 
E Tower—Rugby on the main Oval; shop stocked— 
wine cellar sales booming; the old lawn mower snarl­
ing and chattering at the scattered “tu r f ’ between 
the towers ............
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W hoDunIt?? Not Me M ate !
I.H.: the flow and flurry of familiar faces; dreamers 
and idealists—scholars and determined students; 
attitudes human and warm and living; richness of 
personality—outlooks and backgrounds variable. First 
years arriving in a new country, anonomyous, alone 
and alien—graduates departing for home, richer in 
knowledge, experience and friends............
“I am an island 
The tide washes grains of friendship upon me 
And when it recedes, it takes these grains 
of friendship with it.
I am still an island
Yet part of me has gone with other people 
And part of them has stayed with me. ”
Q°(ò
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NORAINI ABAS:
Noraini comes from Malaysia and while in Australia has completed her 
B.Sc. In 1975 she will be studying at the University of N.S.W. Noraini 
was a great helper in college, mainly in the cooking department. Many 
functions such as Soiree and Verboten, were made a success through 
the work of Noraini and others in the background. Some of her friends 
have written a few comments on the Noraini they knew.
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“Noraini has gone all the way to Sydney to study dietetics so that she 
can help I.H. girls with their weight problems. A walking encyclopaedia, 
she was a willing helper though many are not aware. She could always 
find humour in most things—even in physiology books??!”
LESLEY ALLAN:
Lesley graduates this year with a B.Sc. degree. ‘Boozer’, as she was 
more commonly known, was a very popular member of I.H. She was 
always a participant and helper at college functions and a keen 
supporter at I.C.C. sports. Lesley was also a member of the I.H. 
rowing squad (cox), and the famous International House Ladies 
Rugger Team of 1974.
GRAEME BAGULEY:
Graeme came to I.H. in 1971. Since that time, he has involved himself 
pretty much in college affairs—as Kanyana editor (1973), with the wine 
cellar and photographic club, and in reviving Verboten and raising 
money for the commonroom furnishing. He was a keen hockey player 
and became a Senior Resident in 1974. Graeme discusses the college. 
“I.H. has been for me, over four years, a home in the real sense of the 
word. I have made many great friends from all parts of the world. 
The most difficult thing, I have found, is to say good-bye to my friends 
as they leave for their overseas homes. However, it is not until you have 
travelled overseas—arriving in an unfamiliar country, very much alone, 
and you see a familiar face—that you can fully appreciate I.H. 
I have gained so much from my Ufe at I.H. and I am sorry that some 
have left with only a feeling of bitterness. However, I believe these 
people could have learnt more about human love had they put their 
predetermined prejudices aside.”
WENG SUN CHAN:
Chan, now a Bachelor of Engineering was affectionately known as 
‘Charlie’. CharUe is best remembered for his motor bike—Everyone in 
college knew when Charlie Chan was going for his supper. Charlie, who 
was always quite vocal (anonymously) in Feedback, has shared some of 
his thoughts on I.H.
“I have been very happy in Australia-It is a good place to be in. 
Queensland University is not a bad place also. There are many people- 
many wonderful people around the place. I.H.—I would stay here again 
if I had the chance. One thing I would Uke to see in the future is the 
mixing of boys and girls in aU the blocks. I also support the proposal of 
Johnny Mackerell and Geroge Okai for an increase in the percentage of 
girls—80% if possible. This, as Ofa Fakalata would say, is important for 
the ‘Social Ufe’ of both the males and females.”
JOHN CHIU:
HaiUng from Hong Kong and graduating with a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Science, John writes: “For five years, CoUege has been my home. 
It is a big family of 150 brothers and sisters. It is here that I have learnt 
to love, but love just enough not to betray my own sentiment; and to 
hate, just a Uttle, enough to realise the difference in mankind. After 
aU Ufe is just a series of adaptations.
“The only thing that wiU never change in this world is change. We wiU 
aU grow up, and no one can ever stay in the same stage of Ufe. When 
the past says “Good-bye” and the future is waiting for you to 
explore, that is the time to go. I shall not be obsessed by this coUege.
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Memories of my best time in life may linger with all these faces. 
However, it will be nice to think that there is another individual 
coming to fill my place, and being given the opportunity, which I was 
so grateful to have had throughout these years of expressing his own 
inspiration and sowing his seeds of energy in this community, even 
though he may have an approach, or ideals and values, completely 
different from my own.”
CHONG SIAW WAN:
Siaw Wan, who will be studying honours in 1975, came to I.H. from 
Sarawak in ’72 to begin her B.Sc. She was nicknamed ‘Chinadoll’ on 
the Rogues’ Gallery of that year. Siaw Wan had a great personality to 
match her looks and beside being a staunch worker at I.H. functions, 
was always very approachable. Some of her friends made a comment on 
Siaw Wan—
“One Summer night, at 1 a.m., at the horse-feeding session (as Jackie 
refers to our late night suppers), fantastic ideas pop into our heads for a 
Valedictee message for Siaw Wan. Here’s one. ‘Peggy Lo predicted 
from Siaw Wan’s palm that she is going to marry an executive. Any 
executives around? Application forms available from room 404, G 
tower.’ Siaw Wan’s nose is blushing, her toes are laughing, and her 
fingers are giggling. Finally she says—‘I’m so shy’.”
ADRIAN CORNELIUS:
Adrian came to us from Singapore and has completed a B.Sc. in 
metallurgy. Now a resident of Australia, he expounds his thoughts on 
international brotherhood.
“That Brotherhood May Prevail is something which will be repeated 
many times to our ears in 1975. You guessed it- th e  motto of 
International House. “Hooray!” (as one individual expresses it.) 
But wait a minute!! That brotherhood may prevail? Where? The world? 
In Ireland: Protestant v’s Catholic, terrorist bombings in Northern 
Ireland and Britain; Arab v’s Jew in the Middle East; Eritrean 
nationalists v’s Ethiopian—people of the same kind; escalation in the 
arms race between Russia and the U.S.A.-more M.I.R.V.’s and 
I.C.B.M.’s; sale of military hardware by Britain, France, U.S.A., and 
Russia to the Middle-East nations; North Vietnamese v’s South 
Vietnamese; Pathet Lao v’s Cambodian Government—It’s mad! 
Although I.H. provides the opportunity for peoples of different races 
to meet together, some tolerance, understanding, and friendship to be 
fostered, there seems to be little brotherhood and a spirit of outgoing 
concern among and between nations of the world. And that is what 
really counts.
Lofty ideals—may be desired very much, but there is also a need to 
build first strong foundations where they can be fulfilled. If not, they 
remain-just lofty ideals!”
BILL COW DEN:
Bill comes from southern U.S.A. He was on a Rotary Fellowship doing 
a post-graduate Science degree. He came to I.H. from flatting because 
he found Ufe outside too hard and not social enough. He really got 
involved at college and carried off the ‘silver spurs’ award for 1974.
FRED DORI:
Fred came from P.N.G. and was in college for only one year. He 
completed a post-grad degree in entomology and will return home. 
Fred was a very friendly guy and a member of the Fakalata gang. 
He also enjoyed playing soccer for college.
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OFA PARAFATA:
Gained a Diploma in Agriculture, on an F.A.O. sponsored study pro­
gramme in Entomology. Ofa completed his phases of operation whilst 
at International House—particularly Phase II. He left in the hearts of 
everyone who had the pleasure of making his acquaintance a strong 
desire to visit “his” Tongan Islands. He was best remembered for his 
massive physical appearance and gentleness. One beautiful admirer 
made the statement that “Ofa is like a great big Teddy Bear come to 
life” . Ofa is now working in Tonga with the Department of Agriculture 
and hopes to return to Queensland in the not too distant future.
ROGER GAVEN:
Roger was a member of the Warden’s ‘favourite freshers’ of 1972. 
He graduates this year with a B.A. degree and plans to study a post­
grad. course at teachers college next year. Roger was a keen sport 
supporter and a member of the Kanyana committees in ’72 and ’73. 
Despite what the Warden thinks, Roger was a nice guy.
RIDZWAN HALIM:
Ridzwan came to I.H. this year and has completed a Diploma in 
Tropical Agronomy. He was an enthusiastic soccer player and was a 
member of the college team. If you were looking for Ridzwan about 
four in the afternoon, you would be sure to find him at the Uni. pool. 
He should show his friends a thing or two about swimming when he 
returns to Malaysia. Ridzwan reflects on his time at I.H.
“Living in I.H. has been an interesting experience in that it provides the 
opportunity to live and learn from so many different people from all 
over the world. It is fascinating that such a heterogenious group can 
develop a spirit of comradeship such as has been manifested at Soiree. 
Being an overseas student, I find comfort in the company of many 
overseas students at International House. I hope there will be a greater 
integration between the Australians and overseas students in the 
future.”
MURRAY HANCOCK:
Murray, an economist, came to I.H. in 1974. Although he was here for 
only a short time, he became involved in college affairs. He was college 
bookshop convenor, a member of the I.H. debating team, and he 
represented the college in cricket and football where he gained selection 
to the I.C.C. teams. He speaks about I.H.
“After spending first and second years at home, coming to I.H. has 
proved a revitalizing experience. One cannot help recognizing the 
richness of diversity of characters and life styles to be found in 
University colleges in general and I.H. in particular. Seeing so many 
different people doing their own thing at close hand reminded me of so 
many things I had always wanted to do, and suggested many more for 
the future. Those guitar lessons, those parties, those books and ideas, 
those overseas trips—I thank I.H. for reminding me of the huge 
potential for activity and enjoyment within everyone of us.”
YOA KISIRA: 1
Yoa came to college in 1974 while undertaking his diploma of 
Tropical Agronomy. He was a keen soccer and tennis player and here 
he relates his thoughts on I.H. '
“My stay as a resident at International House has been profitable to me 
in various ways: It has been a comfortable and convenient place for me
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to do my studies successfully. I have had a unique opportunity to meet 
people of different nationalities and I utilized this opportunity by 
exchanging ideas with most of the residents. Through playing soccer 
and lawn tennis in the same teams as other residents, our relationships 
were greatly improved. The idea of people of different nationalities 
occupying rooms on the same floor helps in training individual students 
to adjust to living in harmony with people of different nationalities. 
The fact that International House is co-educational makes the place 
ideal for complete education.
I intend to stay at International House as a resident for the first sem­
ester in 1975 to complete a short post-graduate miscellaneous course. 
Then, I will return to Uganda and resume my Blackboard duties at the 
Veterinary Training Institute at Entebbe. I will miss a lot of 
International House.”
GEORGE KWEIFIO-OKAI:
George, who comes from Ghana, completes a Science degree in first 
semester of 1975. During his stay at I.H., he has involved himself in 
college affairs. He ran a very successful Soiree in 1973. It was held 
outside of college for the very first time, and packed the Abel Smith 
Lecture Theatre. George has been selected in the I.C.C. soccer team in 
three years succession and was elected as Vice-President of the 
Students’ Club for 1975. George gave a Valedictee statement.
“The approach to an end of a course offers one a sense of recurrent 
memories about one’s past life both in the social and academic spheres. 
This is more so if one has been in a college such as International House 
and has strongly identified with it. In leaving it, one will do so only in 
pain. I hope and pray that despite growing economic difficulties that 
face colleges on campus, International House will keep its head afloat 
and maintain its high standards of cultural intercourse—a direction of 
course that has made it the darling of all the colleges.
VIRGINIA MARTIN:
Gina, as Virginia was better known, came to International House in 
1972. She made quite an impact when, in that year, she broke two 
standing records at the I.C.C. athletics meet. These included the 
100 metres sprint and the womens’ relay. After a long illness and a 
trip to Greece, Gina returned to college in second semester. She will 
gain her B.A. this year.
SARI MASO:
Sari, from P.N.G., is a 1970 vintage International House resident. 
He graduates next year with a B. Eng. degree. Sari was quite a 
sensational sportsman, gaining full I.H. Blues awards from 1970-1974. 
He was Vice-President of the Students’ Club in 1973 and a keen 
participant in college activities. We have no recorded comment from 
Sari.
However many will remember his Valedictee speech where he shocked 
his ‘friends’ with his views on Australians and I.H.
MOLLY MAUNG:
Molly has been at International House for a number of years and this 
year completes her Ph.D. in Parisitology. Molly is well known for her 
friendly attitude and helpfulness to newcomers at I.H. She let us in on
some of her thoughts on her stay here.
“Coming to Australia, one does not only study for a degree, but also 
has the opportunity to observe the Australian ways and customs and to 
understand them. I appreciate the way Australians attach great
( U aJ u .
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importance to their independence and sense of social dignity; and 
respect each other no matter what his job is. I have enjoyed staying at 
I.H. for it is a place where one has the chance of meeting people from 
different parts of the world with different cultures. I regard I.H. as my 
second home and shall miss our Warden and his family and my fellow 
students when I return to my country.”
DAVID MOORE:
While living at I.H., ‘D.J.’ as David was more commonly known, under­
took a course in engineering and graduates this year. D.J. became 
interested in college affairs and was secretary of the students’ club in 
1973. He was also treasurer of the wine cellar club in 1974. D.J.
comments on college.
“My four years in college have been an experience in itself. It was my 
home for those years and I have formed many lasting friendships. 
We are all led to believe that Brotherhood prevails but I feel that it 
doesn’t work as well as might be hoped. The only way, I feel, that 
Brotherhood will prevail is if it is practised by all members of college, 
administration and students alike.”
V.P.N. PRASAD:
International House will miss the smiling face of Prasad from his usual 
haunt—the dining hall, as he returns home this year to Malaysia. 
Prasad has finished his studies in Education and will teach in Pahang. 
He speaks of Pahang. He speaks of I.H. with fond memories;
“My short stay at International House has been one of great memory 
and rich knowledge in that I have been able to meet ‘academic 
ambassadors’ of many different nations professing different cultures, 
speaking different tongues and practising different creeds. This exper­
ience will be a great asset to me in my teaching career, which I hope to 
pursue on my return to Malaysia. There is no better place to study and 
understand the ‘misunderstandings’ of cultures—which has caused so 
much grief and bloodshed in this fast ‘shrinking’ world—than under the 
umbrella of I.H .-a minuature United Nations, a United Nations of 
intellectuals.
To all of you, my fellow colleagues of I.H., I wish you the best in all 
your undertakings and till we meet again ‘Sayonara’, ‘Good-bye’ and 
‘Selamat Tinggal’.”
BARBARA QUARTERMAINE:
Comes from Roma, originally from the North. Her thoughts on I.H.: 
“After coming to I.H. at an ‘agin authority, agin convention’ stage of 
life, I got to respect and enjoy I.H. and I am sad to be leaving. I’d just 
like to say ‘Thank you’ to everyone who was kind to me while I was 
there, ’cos that’s something I really appreciate. Bye !!!”
KIM ROUSE:
Kim came to I.H. in 1971 and completes his Engineering degree this 
year. He was a keen participant in college activities and gained I.H. 
half blues awards in ’72, ’73, and ’74. He plans to work down south 
next year.
MERVYN SAMARATUNGA:
Mervyn was from Sri Lanka. He was studying his masters degree in 
Architecture. Mervyn was a Senior Resident at I.H. and co-organizer 
of the very successful Soiree floorshow at the Mayne Hall. He came 
from International House, Melbourne where he was an active member 
of the Overseas Student Service at the University.
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ANDREW SCOTT:
Andrew was from the Gold Coast and completes 
degree this year. Beside travelling home every weekend to go to' 
local library, Scotty was well heard around college. His 
pastime was either playing billiards in the games room, or 
‘witty’ comments in the T.V. room.
TEE SOOK LENG:
Sook Leng, a Malaysian girl, spent a great deal of her time studying. 
She, however, was a very approachable person and made many 
in college. If anything worried Sook Leng, she didn’t sit round and do 
nothing. She was a woman of action as many will remember with her 
petition on the integration of the towers. One of her friends 
kindly written a small poem in honour of Sook Leng.
“She came from Malaysia, quiet as a mouse.
She gave four years of music to International House.
Now with a ring on her finger and a music degree,
She’ll probably teach music to Dr Yau Li.”
STEVE VEDELAGO:
Steve is one of the 1971 fresher Engineers who made such animpact 
on this college. A keen soccer player, Steve was selected in the I.C.C. 
team three years running and has represented Queensland University as 
their captain in Inter-Varsity competitions. Steve comments, “Staying 
at I.H. gives you the opportunity to meet different people whom you 
wouldn’t otherwise meet. I’m sure my outlook on life has broadened 
considerably through getting to know the people at I.H.—the people 
with a vast cross-section of ideas and customs. University life has been 
to me a rewarding experience and I think I’ve finally mastered the art 
of passing exams without too much of a hassle.
Next year, even though the routine will affect my gearing somewhat, 
I hope to work as a petroleum engineer, either here or overseas.”
erce
COL YEATES:
Col came to college in 1972. He graduates 
this year with a B.Comm. degree. Col was an 
enthusiastic sportsman and represented Inter­
national House in swimming, football and 
cricket. He was awarded a half blue at V.D. 
night for this participation.
JANETTE WHITNALL:
Janette completed her Science degree this year but has decided to 
continue on with honours in 1975. Janette, many have found is one 
of the friendliest persons in college. That is—when she is wearing her 
glasses. Beside being very approachable, Janette has been a willing helper 
when needed. She was seen in 1974 running around organising tire 
kitchen during our very successful Soiree. Janette comments on college. 
“I feel I’m writing under false pretences as here I am—back at I.H. in 
1975. It’s difficult to put in a few words (80 to be exact) all of my 
impressions of college. All I can say is that, to me, my stay here has 
been of equal importance to my three years studying science. Here I 
was fortunate in being able to meet so many different kinds of people— 
both Overseas and Australian—and I feel sorry for those outside college 
who didn’t have this chance. Many thanks to Mr Cribb and all those 
friends who have kept I.H. alive for me.
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COSMETICS 
REVLON RIMMEL 
MAX FACTOR 
CYCLAX 
STEINER 
COBB & CO. 
MENNEN 
BRUT 
ETC.
Discounts Available
(Except N.H.S. Prescriptions)
C A M P U S  P H A R M A C Y
fo r  s ta ff  & s t u d e n t s
UNION COMMERCIAL CENTRE UNI. OF OLD.
P H O N E  7 0  1 5 0 9
PERFUMES: 
PIERRE BALMAIN 
WORTH
SCHIAPARELLI
KODAK FILMS 
& DEVELOPING -  
ILFORD PAPERS
CHADWICKS
228 Hawken Dr. 70 9137
THE SHOP THAT SELLS ALMOST EVERYTHING
(except grog and food)
COME DOWNSTAIRS AND HAVE A LOOK
</ t>
. * .
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, BRISBANE, STUDENTS' DIRECTORY 1974
ABAS, Norani Bte: Kanpong Pangsenam, Tehmereol, PaRang, 
Malaysia. (Science)
ALLAN, Leslie: 32 Rosalie St, Mt Isa. (Science)
van ALTENA, Alice: c/* P.O. Cardwell 4816. (Computer 
Science)
AMADHO-DAVIES, Solomon: Freetown, Sierra Leone (Vet 
Science)
AULD, Chris: 2 Bessell Ave, North Woollongong 2500. 
(Human Movement Studies)
BAGULEY,Graeme: 3 La Scala Court, Isle o í Capri, Surfers 
Paradise, Q. (Social Work)
BEACH, Jenny: 33 Erroll St, Maryborough 4650. (Arts) 
BENJAWATANAPON, Chutima: 164/77 Soi Nomchit
Phyathai Rd, Bangkok 4, Thailand. (Science)
BIERNOFF, David: 304 Edgediffe Rd, Woollahra 2025. 
(Anthrop.)
BIN-ABDULLAH, IVIahir: 104 Kudiang Kedah, Malaysia. 
(Medicine!
BLENKIN, Max: 3 Boronia St, Sawteli, NSW 2452, (Arts) 
8REMNER, Susan: Kamarooka St, Beaudesert. (Vet) 
BRYANT, Margaret: 11 Alfred St, Roma. (Arts)
BUCHANAN, Ian: c/o Mt Isa Mines Ltd, Mt Isa, Q. 
(Engineering)
van BUUREN, Nelle: P.O. Elliott Heads, via Bundaberg 4670. 
(Medicine)
CAMERON, Helen: P.O, Box 42, Jandowae, Q. (Physio­
therapy)
CARVALHO, Margarida: Rua Pernambuco 1030/202,
Belohorizone, Brazil. (Trop. Agron.)
CHAN, Terence: 134 Toorak Rd, Suva, Fiji. (Engineering)
CHAN, Weng Sun: 47 Taiping Garden, Taiping, Perak, 
Malaysia. (Mech. Engineering)
CHIA, Bobby: 31 South Bridge Rd, Singapore. (Pub, Admin,) 
CHIANG, Dixon: Sungei Bulom Estate, Bukitrojan,
Selangor, W. Malaysia. (Engineering)
CHIU, Jimmy: 4 Mt Davis Rd, Flat 3, 3rd Floor, Hong Kong 
(Medicine)
CHIU, John: 4 Mt Davis Rd, Flat 3, 3rd Floor, Hong Kong 
(Science)
CHONG, Siaw Wan: 6 Pisang Rd, West, Kuching, Sarawak, 
East Malaysia, (Science)
COATES, Rod: Rangelands, Mapleton 4560, (Medicine) 
COOK, Carol: 511 Ross River Rd, Cranbrook 4814. (Med) 
CORNELIUS, Adrian: 6 Jalan Semerbak, Singapore 12, (Sci.) 
COSSINS, Wendy: 31 Digger St, Cairns 4870. (Physio) 
COWDEN, B ill: S. 11E Broad St, Ozark, AIA, USA 36360. 
(Post Grad, Science)
DAVIS, Neville: 79 Old Burleigh Rd, Surfers Paradise, Q. 
(Medicine)
DICKINSON, Janice: P.O. Jambin,4702. (Arts)
DO THI, Nhu Kim: Phunhuan, Saigon, Sth Vietnam. (Med.) 
DORI, Fred: c/o D.A.S.F., Konedobu, PNG, (Entomology) 
FAIR, Teresa: 19 Ocean St, Woollanra, N.S.W, (Vet.) 
FAKALATA, Ofa: Utulau, Tongata Pu, Tonga. (Entomology) 
FALCONER, Annabel: 53 Margaret St, Toowoomba, Q. 
(Physiotherapy)
FERGUSON, Jim: 17 Curzon St, Toowoomba, Q. (Vet 
Science)
FOO, Swe Cheng: 575 Jalan Kuala, N/V Gopeng, Perak, 
Malays)». (PhD. Chem. Eng.)
FRAIL, Rod: 25 Southern Cross Drive, Cronin Island 4217. 
(Arts)
FRE1DERICH, Michael: 306 Pennant Hills Rd, Pennant Hills, 
N.S.W. (Post Grad. Ecology)
GAVEN, Roger: 79 Garfield Tee, Surfers Paradise, Q, (Arts) 
GILMORE, Bill: 6 Salernosi, Isle of Capri, Surfers Paradise, 
Q, (Econ/Law)
GLANVILLE, Ron: Creek Rd, Nambour 4560. (Vet.) 
GOODSELL, Chester: 77 The Esplanade, Pt Vernon 4650, 
(Med)
GREAVES, Cecily: .304, Hamilton Rd, Chermside 4032. 
(Med)
GREVI LLE, Virginia: Australia Embassy, Tokyo, Japan. 
(Arts)
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HARBOLOVIC, Richard: Coridale, Penna, USA. (Med) 
HARRISON, Suzanne: 95 Garrick St, Coolangatta, G. (Law) 
HAWGOOD, John: Margate Parade, Margate. (Arts/Law) 
HEATH, Robert: 40 Montclair St, Aspley, Q. (Arts)
HEIN, Wayne: Pallamana, S.A. 5254. (Vet)
HICKEY, Tony: 168 Scarborough St, Southport 4215. (Vet) 
HICKEY, Mark: 5 Pacific Drive, Banora Point, NSW. (Eng) 
ISOKANGAS, Anneli: 2 Theordore St, Tully 4854. (Arch­
itecture)
JAMALUDIN, Husna: 68 Jalan Dafok Syea, Omar, Jalan, 
Kedak Purra Malaysia, (Science)
JENKINS, Jackie: 9 Kipwood Rd, Hamilton Q, (Vet Science) 
JINTAKANON, Su rade j: Royal Thai Embassy, Canberra, 
(PG. Agr.)
KINGSFORD, Michael: 26 Duchess Rd, Mt Isa, (Med) 
KITCHEN, Terry : Bodroomba, Withcott, (Law)
KWEIFIO-OKAI, George: P.O. Box 322, Accra, Ghana. 
(Science)
van der KREEK, Suzan: c/o 8 Bevan St, Aspley. (Physio) 
LAN, Vo thi: 135 Co Bac St, Saigon 2, South Vietnam. (PG) 
LAU, Allan: 3 Lengkong Satu, Singapore 14. (Arts) 
LEELAYUWAPAN, Karnchana: 26 Banmoh Sai Nai Rd, 
Bangkok, Thailand. (Science)
LEUNG, David: 520 Jok Mah Sun Chuen, Block F, 
Tokwcuoan, Kowloon, Hong Kong, (Pharmacy)
LO, Peggy: 224A Fa Yuen St, 4th Floor, Kowloon, Hong 
Kong. (Arts)
LONGBOTTOM, Jane: Unit 3C, Camden, Toorak Rd, 
Hamilton 4007. (Soc. Work)
LY, Leang: 749 Mv Yuthapol-Kemarak Cheat, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia. (Engineering)
MA, Paul: 14 A, 3 Mar Wan Rd, Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
(Science)
MACKERELL, John: 3 Powel St, Wulguru, Townsville, Q. 
(Medicine)
MALEK, Ainan: KP.S. Batu 17, Pedang Rengas, Pepak, 
Malaysia. (Engineering)
MALEK, Norhoyati: 1531 Bukit Chagar, Johore Bahru, 
Johore, Malaysia. (Dentistry)
MALEK, Muhammad: Java, via Miavwah, Pakistan. (Master 
Afl. Sc.)
MANGAR, A jt: 170 Alopibagh, Allahabad 211006, India. 
_(PG. Arch.)
MARTIN, Virginia: 70 Savoy Drive, Florida Gardens, Surfers 
Paradise, Q. (Arts)
MASO, Sari: P.O. Badili, Pt Moresby. (Engineering)
MAUNG, Molly: 36C State High School Lane, Insein, 
Rangoon, Burma. (Parasitology)
McLEAN, David: 8 Medina St, Moorooka, Brisbane, Q. 
(Geology)
McMICKING, Hugh: Manus, Goondiwindi, 4390. (Vet.) 
MOHD SAID, Rahima: 21 Batu, Lanchang Rd, Penang, 
Malaysia. (Med)
MOHD ZAIN, Majun: Sungei S.G. Putani, Kedah, Malaysia. 
(Medicine)
MOHD ZAIN, Rosnah: 47509 Jalam Bayam, Kota Bharu, 
Kelantan, Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOODIE, Sandra: 3 Globe St, Gaites 4300. (Arts/Law) 
MORRISON, Marie: G6 Parkhurst Ave, Herston 4006. 
(Soc. Work)
MORTIMORE, Robert: 8 Alexandra St, Northward, Towns­
ville. (Med)
MUNRO, Ian: Oalkeith, Cambooya. (Vet)
NAIK, Hemant: CG Sharda Soc. Ahmedabad, 380007, India. 
(PG. Arch.)
NGUYEN THI, Tuyet Nga: 611/63 Pham Thanh Gian, 
Siagon,Sth Vietnam. (Physiotherapy)
NOFKE, Julie: Fared St, Yandína, Q, (Dentistry)
NOLAN, Jan: 58 Gellibrand St, Clayfield, Brisbane, Q. 
(Post Grad. Arts)
OLE, Jill: "Nga Hura", MS 181, Pittsworth, Q. (Music) 
ONYANGO, Charles: P.O. Box 237, Tororo, Uganda. (M.Sc.) 
O'RYAN. John: 1 Napier St, St. Lucia. (Law)
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PARTRIDGE, Josie: 33 Taiping Rd, Kuala Kangsar Perak, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
PAVUSA, Peter: 158 West St, Mt Isa. (Law)
PEARSON, John: 102 Miller St, Bargara, Q. (Arts/Law) 
PERRY, George: "E llwyn”  Morven, Q. (Vet. Science)
PHAM, Anh Van: 50 Nguyen An Nint Cantho, Sth Vietnam. 
(Science)
PILLAY, Uga: 325 Park Station Rd, Greenwood Park, 
Durban, S. Africa. (PG Psy)
POWELL, Mark: 110 Boys Ave, Maryborough. (Vet Science) 
PRASAD, U.P.N.: 144B Clerk Settlement, Kuala Lipis, 
Pahang, Malaysia. (Arts)
QAZI, Ahmad: Lohalia, Dist. Pavvakhali, Bangladesh.
(M. Ag. Sc.)
QUARTERMAINE, Barbara: c/o Commonwealth Bank, 
Roma, Q. (Arts/DIp. Ed)
RANDLE, Frank: 4 Headingly Rd, Mt Waverly Vic. (Arts/ 
Law)
RAWAL, M.Y.: Street Horni Sham, Sharakpur, Pakistan. 
(PG. Eng.)
RAZI, Mohammed: PO. Box 863, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
RETNAM, Kantha: "Avaion" Corner Rd, Bahicoloa, Ceylon. 
(Arts)
ROLFE, Ross: Winneba, Palmwoods, Q. (Arts)
ROSS, Andrew: 49 Whittingham St, Acacia Ridge, Q. 
(Science)
ROUSE, Kim: 210 Herries St, Toowoomba, Q. (Engineering) 
ROZYCKA, Barbara: 23 Frensham Drive, Croydon, Surrey. 
(PG Agr.)
RUSCOE, Peter: P.O. Box 171, Kingaroy, Q. (Medicine) 
RWEBANGIRA, Justus: P.O. Box 9113, Daressalaam. 
Tanzania. (Trop. Agron.)
SARAMATUNGA, Mervyn: Thusara, Nungamugoda, Kel- 
aniya, Ceylon. (PG Arch)
SAW, Stanley, 344 Jiu Pekeliling, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, 
Malaysia, (Engineering)
SCHMIDT, Barry: Stratford Hotel, Cairns. (Medicine)
SCOTT, Andrew: 11 Fyfes Rd, Gilston, vìa Nerang, Q, 
(Comm/Law)
SEE, David: 404 Jin Tuanku Abdul Rahman, Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
SEETO, Richard: P.O. Box 1209, Lae, PNG. (Econ.) 
SOEMARDI, Dijon: J.l. Dracik, Batang, Jateng, Malaysia. 
(Arch.)
SUPAJANYA, Thiva: 180 Mahaisawan Rd, Brookalow, 
Thornburi, Bangkok, Thailand. (Post Grad, Geology) 
SVERDLOFF, Maree: P,Q. Box 132, Collinsville, Q. (Physio­
therapy)
TEE, Sook Leng: 19 Jin. Delima, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
(Music)
TEH, Robert; 4 Rd, 5/4 Jalan Tanjong, Rojaling Jaya, 
Selangor, Malaysia. (Medicine)
THE LANDER, Lynelle: Worral Ck, G radule, Q. (Arts)
TODD, Warren: 7 Francis St, Goondiwindi, Q. (Medicine) 
TRANTER, Bill; "Renarli Valley" MíMaa Miltaa, Q. (Vet 
Science)
TUDSRI, Syan: Dept of Plants, Kasetsart Uni, Thailand. 
(Trop. Agronomy)
TUICOLO, Vi laseri: c/o cwm Hospital, Suva, Fiji. (Medicine) 
VEDELAGO, Stephen: 29 "Sugarloaf”  Stanthorpe, Q. 
(Engineering)
WAJEEH, Ahmed: M. Hazarumage, Male, Maidive. (Eng.) 
WALADDE, Sam: P.O. Box 14324, Mengo, Uganda. (PG Agr. ) 
WANG, Wei Wu: 408 Princes Biding, Hong Kong. (Post 
Grad Agriculture)
WHITNALL, Janette: 6 Mart St, Kingaroy, Q. (Science)
WIRIO ATMODJO BOGDIJONO: 41 Jalan Dalawan,
Pasurvan, Indonesia. (PG Entomology)
WONG, Tony: 58 Blue Pool Rd, Happy Valley, Hong Kong. 
(Pharm.)
WONG, Wesley: P.O. Box 336, Lae, PNG. (Comm. Law) 
YEATES, Colin: 31 Arthur St, Toowoomba. (Commerce) 
YFU AND.Steohsn* P O Box 395, Wowak. PNG. (Medicine) 
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FIRST ROW: Rodney Coates (Aust.), Stephen Emms (Aust.), Chris Auld (Aust.), Chester Goodsell (Aust.), Robert Teh (Malaysia), Bruce Moore (Aust.), Mark Hickey (Aust.), Tony Lyons (Aust.), Tony Hickey (Aust.), 
Mahir Bin Abdullah (Malaysia), John Hawgood (Aust.), Stephen Yelland (P.N.G.), Peter Pavusa (Aust.), Wesley Wong (P.N.G.), Alan Lau (Singapore), Stanley Saw (Malaysia), Ross Rolfe (Aust.), Ahmed Wajeeh
(Maidive Ids.).
SECOND ROW: Bill Cowden, B.Sc. (U.S.A.); Michael Friederich, B.Sc. (Aust.); Hemant Naik, B.Arch. (India); Yussuf Rawal, M.Eng. (Pakistan); Bogdjono Wirioatmodio, B.Ag.Sc. (Indonesia), A jit Mangar, B.Arch. 
(India); Fred Dori, B.Sc. (P.N.G.); Max Blenkin (Aust.); John Chiu (Hong Kong); Bill Tranter, Pres. (Aust.); Russell Muchow, M.Ag.Sc. (Aust); Uga Pìllay, M.A. (Sth. Africa); Mr. I. M. B. Críbb, B.A., B.Ed., 
Warden; Jan Nolan, B.A., Hons. (Aust.); J. Elliot, B.A., M.Sc., M .Litt. (U.K.); Mervyn Samaratunga, B.Arch. (Sri Lanka); Graeme Baguley (Aust.); Suradej Jintakanon, M.Ag.Sc. (Thailand), Mohd. Malik, M.Ag.Sc. 
(Pakistan); Justus Rwebangira, B.Ag.Sc. (Tanzania); Margarida Carvalho, M.Sc, (Brazil); Swee Cheng Foo, Ph.D. (Malaysia); Halim Ridzwan, B.Ag.Sc. (Malaysia); Barbara Quartermaine, B.A. (Aust.); Lan Vo Thi,
B.Ag.Sc. (Vietnam); Molly Maung, M.Sc. (Burma).
THIRD ROW: Wendy Page (Aust.); Chutima Benjawatanapon (Thailand); Mohd. Said Rahimah (Malaysia); Noraine Abas (Malaysia); Lynelle Thelander (Aust.); Lesley Allan (Aust,); Barbara Rozycka, B.Ag.Sc. 
(U.K.); Kisira Yoa, B.Sc., Dip.Ed. (Uganda); Bob Chia, B.A, (Malaysia); Ofa Fakalata (Tonga); Dr. David Biernoff, B.A., Ph.D. (U.S.A.); David Moore (Aust.); Kim Rouse (Aust.); Frank Randle (Aust.); Thiva 
Supajanya, M.Sc. (Thailand); Jackie Jenkins (Aust.); Sam Waladde, B.Sc. (Uganda); Jim Chiu (Hong Kong); Jane Longbottom (Aust.); Dijon Soemardi (Indonesia); V. P. N. Prasad (Malaysia); Tee Sook Leng (Malaysia);
Ly Leang (Khmer); Chong Siaw Wan (Malaysia); Peggy Lo (Hong Kong); Josephine Partridge (Malaysia).
FOURTH ROW: Nguyen Thi Tuyet Nga (Vietnam), Chris Walters (Aust.), Jill Ole (Aust.), David Leung (Hong Kong), Tony Wong (Hong Kong), Annabel Falconer (Aust.), Helen Cameron (Aust.), Maree Sverdloff (Aust.), Sue 
Harrison (Aust.), Hugh McMicking (Aust.), Margaret Bryant (Aust.), Suzan van der Kreek (Aust.j, Alice van Altena (Aust.), Anneli Isokangos (Aust.), Nelle van Buuren (Aust.), Jennifer Beach (Aust.), 
Marie Morrison (U.S.A.), Janice Dickinson (Aust.), Donna O'Sullivan (Aust.), Theresa Fair (Aust.), Wendy Cossins (Aust.), Carole Cook (Aust.), Karnchana Leelayuwapam (Thailand), Pham Anh Van (Vietnam),
Susan Bremner (Aust.), Robert Mortimore (Aust.).
FIFTH ROW: Virginia Greville (Aust,), Roger Gaven (Aust.), John O'Ryan (Aust.), Dixon Chiang (Malaysia), Wayne Hein (Aust.), Ron Glanville (Aust.), Adrian Cornelius (Singapore), David McLean (Aust.), 
Virginia Martin (Aust.), John Mackerell (Aust.), George Perry (Aust.), Colin Yeates (Aust.), lan Buchanan (Aust.), John Pearson (Aust.), Warren Todd (Aust.), lan Munro (Aust.), Bill Gilmore (Aust.), Rod Frail
(Aust.), Mark Powell (Aust.), Mohd. Razi (Malaysia), Bob Heath (Aust.), Ainan Malek (Malaysia), Michael Kingsford (Aust.).
ABSENT: Solomon Amadho-Davies (Sierra Leone), Weng Sun Chan (Malaysia), Do Thr Nhu Kim (Vietnam), Jim Ferguson (Aust.), Cecily Greaves (Aust.), Murray Hancock (Aust.), Richard Harbolovic, B.S.E.E. (U.S.A.), 
Husna Jamaludin (Malaysia), George Kweifio-Okai (Ghana), Terry Kitchin (Aust.), Paul Ma (Hong Kong), Nora Malek (Malaysia), Sari Maso (P.N.G.), Mohd Zain Majnun (Malaysia), Mohd. Zain Rosnah (Malaysia), 
Sandra Moody (Aust.), Julie Noffke (Aust.). Charles Onyango, B.Vet.Sc. (Uganda), Ahmed Quazi, B.Ag.Sc. (Malaysia), Kantha Retnam, B.A. (Sri Lanka), Andrew Ross (Aust.). Peter Ruscoe (Aust.), Barry Schmidt 
(Aust.), Andrew Scott (Aust.), David See (Malaysia), Richard Seeto (P.N.Gj, Syan Tudsri, M.Sc., Dip.Trop.Ag. (Thailand), Villa Tuicolo (Fiji), Stephen Vedelago (Aust.), Wang Wei-Wu, B.Ag.Sc. (Hong Kong),
Margaret Whitchurch (Aust.), Jeanette Whitnall (Aust,), Weng Kwong Yong, Ph.D. (Malaysia).
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